
  



 

   

    
   

  

  

 

  

 

Who knows what
your staff might turn into?

You can neverbe too surewhat☂s languishing

away in your computer room.
Living out a tedious existence as anything

from a programmer to a data processing

manager could be a man with the talents of the

Mekon. A man to Whom computers and all

that goes with them is second nature.

Not only is it bad for him. It☂s bad for you.

At Hoskyns,we run courses.We run thetn for

computer personnel. We see them as the

best way for your staff to make personal

advancement.And the best way for you to' nd

out where each best fits in.

We take a man at any stage in his career,

work him ruthleSSIy hard for a few days and

then send him back, one stage further

advancedi
And whether he☁s the most junior operator

or a company director. we're sure there☁s
something we can teach him. V

We use experienced spec1alists to

plan, write and deliver the lectures,

Men who know all the answers before

the questions are asked. _

They dish out comprehenswe

notes for the course members to take

with them when theygo back to work.

Easy reference for anything that☂s

slipped their memories.

We screen all applicants before we

accept them for a course, So that nobody

will be either bored by knowmg too much

or baf ed by knowing too little.

We hold the courses in four star hotels in

Eastbourne. Big Cities and smoggy atmos-

pheres aren't the most desirable aids to

concentration,
And when everyone's packed up and gone

back to work, we send you a report on their yawning frustration will creep into his daily

progress and aptitude. We underline their effort. Until he takes his ta1em elsewhere

strengths and point out their weaknesses. And you☁ll never know what you☂Ve missed.

And you end up with a fresh. knowledge♥ For further details of 1970/71 courses please

able and enthusiastic employee.Someone you write or ring John Matchett at 33 ChancerYLane.

can promote without taking the risk of his not London wag. T912012☝ 4879'

being ready for the job.
Of course, you could leave him just where

he is. But if he's worth anything at all,eventually OD hoskyns Systems centre,

Dam»ch
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the investment
scene
For several years City people have been sub-
jected to more or less subtle complaints to
the effect that stodgy old merchant banks
and others of their ilk were strangling the
poor old technocracy by refusing to invest in
high-risk super-techno-ventures. Fingers of
gloom have been pointed. and soothsayers
have pointed out quite sensibly that the place
one had to go for that kind of money was
Wall Street.

This seems like an appropriate moment to
point out that the two areas which blossomed
most magnificently in the last few years♥
time-sharing and leasing♥suffered soonest
and worst in the miasma of their own self-
created credibility gaps when the skittish
market in the US began to behave like an
emperor who has heard the children asking
about his new clothes.

Saul Steinberg put the New York market
madness nicely at Data Decade: if you tell
the market things are pretty bad, and will

remain so for the next ninemonths four days
and three hours. your stock tends to go up.

If you tell the market things will be pretty
good for your company for the next two years
three months and twelve days your stock
tends to go up. If you imply or say ☁I dunno.☂
the poor sophisticated market has a neurosis
and drops absurdly.

It's_ perfectly clear to most fiscal soothsayers
that'there is a major recession gallumphing
around in the States. Its first signs began to
show about 15 months ago, as ventures on
the order of Bloggs Time-Sharing and Jones
Technology Inc failed to soar♥and with
them some very reputable new issues.

In the meantime, happily, US companies
with.UK branches report that results here are
consistently encouraging.
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Predictions for the ☁silly season☂
As summer approaches and the immediacy of new computer products fades into the
immediacy of new sunburn ungucnts, there will be more room for the pseudo-philo-
sophical issues, the oddball items, and the real (and worthwhile) contemplative
moments.

We sec two issues, in particular, that are likely to permeate the computer press
before the summer is over. Impetus for each of these is likely to come from the House
of Commons, which is likely to how? an intensi ed ☁silly season☁ of its own. But the
issues are far from silly.

The two serious matters in question are privacy and education. On the privacy
front, it is becoming increasingly Clear that at least one member of the all-star, all-
party investigating committee is collecting ammunition. Every session of Sub-
committee D sces the same quiet question from Eric Lubbock: What are the impli-
cations, [he costs, the probabilities, of having social security and inland revenue
records mixed in one giant database? Most technical testi ers pooh-pooh the notion,
and we can understand their lack of concern, but it is beginning to be clear that the
availability of large, cheap storage media gives the question an immediacy that is well
deserved. Already some government departments♥and even local authorities♥are
planning such comprehensive data bases. The Inland Revenue system, when com-
pleted, will form a vast mass of information about every taxpaying person in the UK.
Only the poor will have privacy! And one local authority is on record as saying it
hopes to be operating a le giving the exact location plus a wealth of personal details
about every man, woman and child in its county, before the end of the decade.
Post facto exploration of the privacy question would be not only absurd but
impossible, because the degree of personal infringement could nchr be freely explored
or admitted.

The education question pops up every year orso, like a cork. In the spring of 1968
MP John Hunt asked some extremely pertinent parliamentary questions, ably backed
by Eric Lubbock speeches, about questionable computer schools, especially those
which prey on new Commonwealth arrivals in return for huge fees. The result of the
1968 ☁schools controversy☝ was that most of the more dubious schools simply dis-
appeared from the London scene.

They are beginning to reappear, and it would be reasonable to assume that it will
take Government action to focus suf cient attention on these abuses in the national
press to make any impact on the commercial bonanza.

Obscurity versus security
Subcommittee D and the Ministry of Technology squared up at each other across the
investigators☂ tables with the cheerful postures of seasoned prize ghtcrs. The Sub♥
committee attacked eEectively on several points, with varyingresults.

The Ministry☂s contention that the Government, acting as a customer, saw no reason
to reveal the reasons for its selections, ducks the issue of responsibility to taxpaying
citizens for the disposition of their funds.

The suggestion that the Ministry should, perhaps, view computers as something
more vital than of ce machines, tended to sound valid.

The accusation that Government policy was deliberately obscure was superbly
handled♥sit the word ☁British☂ can☂t be de ned any more precisely than it is, how can
the nuances of purchasing policy hope to be tied down by anything more binding than
☁guidelines,☂ the Ministry responded.

This week in Dataweek
Catching a man as busy as Saul Steinberg for an extended interview is a journalistic
achievement of no small note. The American visitor was gracious enough to grant an

8.30 am interview, and offered a very pleasant photograph. But Dataweek☂s freelance
photographer Eric Lockrane, normally a nightbloomer, met the dawn challenge
with a series of exclusive Steinberg photos that threw previous cover plans into chaos.
The resulting article on pages 6♥7 particularly highlights Steinberg☁s views on acquisi~
tion and disacquisition of subsidiaries and staff.
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Celia . . . llle
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She's blonde and blue-eyed, with a stunning gure and long
legs . . . and she sells computers. If the gures 36-24-36 are
mentioned, they certainly don☂t refer to bytes, disk packs and
core storage. -

Celia Bogan is also a brainy bird, second-in-command of the
British marketing operation of a multi-million dollar American
company.

She works for Boothe Computers, the big-time leasing
operation bossed from San Francisco by Paul Williams Jrs

Celia has worked for the company since it started European
operations in 1968. Her entry into the profession was acci«
dental and astonishing.
Lounging in a deep black leather armchair in Boothe☂s plush

v Mayfair headquarters, Celia told of how a part-time typing
job became a full-time career.

☜ In the summer of 1968, I returned, with no money, from a
trip to the United States which I☂d undertaken during my
vacation. I intended to return for my third year at university,
where I was studying German.
☜The third year I was going to spend in Germany, and I

needed some money, so I decided to get a temporary job.
☜ I went to an agency on a Friday afternoon, and the woman

there said: ☁ What are you doing this afternoon ☁I ☂ There were
two men in the next room who wanted a report typed imme-
diately, and she was doing it until a girl turned up.
☜I typed the report. It was for a Canadian who had just

arrived in London. With an Englishman he was setting up the
British Boothe Computer operation.
☜They were charming people, and offered me a temporary

job for the next few weeks. It sounded interesting so I took it.
☜ The new company found temporary of ces in Regent Street,

and we formed the British and European operations."
During those rst frenetic weeks, Celia☁s linguistic talents♥

she speaks French as well asGerman♥were useful.
☜These Americans don☂t go in for writing formal letters,"

she says with approval. ☜They just pick up a telephone and
call someone. I was able to help contact people in Europe.

☜After a few weeks, they offered me a full-time job. I liked
the people and took it. I got a lot out of my two years at
university, but I felt that the academic world was far removed
from reality.
☜I sawthe peOple at my college. I didn☂t want to make an

irrevocable step. I arranged that if I decided I didn't like the
job, I could come back after a year.
☜I have this philosophy that you should take advantage of

opportunities that are o ered. I think that because you start
in a particular path, that doesn☂t necessarily mean that you have
to stick at it. You have to be exible."

This has always been Celia☂s opinion. Although she is
decidedly feminine, Celia is no shrinking violet. She has positive
views which she☁s not afraid to express. And never has been.
☜At 16, I was at a grammar school♥an all female environ-

ment. This wasn☂t my scene. It was petty and catty, I decided
to go to Ealing Technical College.

☜ There, I did a bi-lingual secretarial course, and French and
German A levels. I took advantage of a reciprocal arrange-
ment for the exchange of people studying technical subjects and
went to Sweden for two months."

This experience was useful to her when she started working
for Boothe. At rst, she worked as personal assistant to the
managing director. The job involved finding places to live for
the company☂s American newcomers and ☂phoning companies.
☜The Americans have a great deal of dif culty adjusting.

Having just spent almost three months in the US, I had a good
understanding of their problems.☝
4

Since January, Celia has been a salesman♥she prefers to be
called a sales-man rather than a saleswoman.

☜ My job involves contacting prospective clients we want to
buy from or lease to. Then I haVe to meet them, and then work
out the proposals for the nal deal. We are dealing mainly in
used equipment. I also check up on the computer☂s delivery.☝
The company has to re-lease returned equipment, and so is in

constant touch with the market. At least four months☁ notice is
given of a company☁s intention to terminate its leasing agree-
ment.

☜ During those months you hope you will nd a new
customer," Celia says. ☜IBM☂s delayed British unbundling has
helped in re-leasing.☝

Chatty Celia appreciates the signi cance of her work. During
a two-hour monologue she gave her views on a wide variety
of subjects.
On Paul Williams, managing director of Boothe Computers:

☜1 like him very much. He☂s a very personable and very clever
man. He has a deep understanding of leasing and the com-
puter."
On the British operation of Boothe Computers: ☜We

nished the rst stage of operation at the end of 1969. During
1970 we will widen our portfolio of equipment.
☜The company is looking for new areas to put money in.

These could include terminals, software and consultancies.
☜ Terminals will be a key factor in the future. There will be

a tendency to centralise work on big computers in the 1970s
and this will mean that more terminals will be needed."
On her work as a salesman: ☜We don☂t engage in high

pressure salesmanship. We are olfering a nancial deal. We
can show dp managers how to keep the capacity of their
installations and yet save money. You need a grasp of the
nancial deal.
☜I sometimes think: is what I☂m doing really bene ting

mankind. Computers have got a bad image. They tend to come
off badly in lms. I☂d like to do a bit to change that image."
On the business world: ☜There ought to be compassion iu

the business world. We live in a social world, and we can☂t be
insensitive to others. We can☂t tread over other people.☝
On being a woman in a man☂s world: ☜Some men think it☂s

quite a novelty to be ☁phoned by a woman. The trouble is, they
may think ☁ She sounds nice on the ☂phone. She might liven up
an afternoon.☝

☜ Personality is very important. A woman should never seem
high~powered. I do feel it☂s important not to lose your
femininity.☝
For Celia, that should prove no di iculty. D-uweek
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Procurement policy not
☁ohscure☂ says Minleclt
Government computer procurement policy
is to purchase British machines 'whenevor
reasonably possible,☂ with each case judged
on its merits. Price is only one, but an
important one, of many factors considered.

This was how representatives of the
MinTech stated Government procurement
policy☁at last Wednesday's meeting of Sub-
committee D. I. Maddoek, controller of
Industrial Technology at MinTech, told the
committee that as a customer ☜the Govern☁
ment behaved no di erently from other
customers."
Maddock denied that computer manufac-

turers were confused about what Govern-
ment procurement policy actually was. ☜I
would have thought no computer manufac-
turer is in the least confused about this.
I don☁t think the industry is confused about
MinTech.☜
Maddock sternly rebuffed suggestions

that MinTech's policy is consciously
☁obscure' and that the Government has not
followed its stated policy.

~ ☜This is not something which is suscep-
tible to the laying down of precise guide-
lines, It is di icult even to give precise
de nitions for such things as ☁computer' or
'software☂ or even ☁British.☁ We have to
settle for broad guidelines."

MinTech's memorandum to the committee
states that single-tendered orders are given
to lCL where the company satis ed ☁require-
ment of price, performance and delivery.☁
There are other cases where, for reasons
0f compatibility with existing systems or
equipment, purchases are made by single
tender.☜
Ted Leadbitter referred to the 'profound

amount of secrecy' that surrounded Govern:
ment procurement policy and criticized the
present single-tender practice.
Maddock explained: ☜We would apply

the same policy to Computer Technology
Ltd if they could show that by fostering
them a certain potent force would be
offered in the British computer industry."

Reviewing the Ministry☁s support for
British rms. Maddock notes that it is dif -
cult to write down in precise words what a
British company is. Foreign-owned rms
flanufacturing in Britain are often included.
we look not only at the companies but at

the individual products of the companies."
The Ministry keeps in close contact with

ICL in two ways. Madrlock says. MinTech
checks with lCL that the company's new
range of computers is compatible with what
the Government wants to buy,
There is also day-to-day Contact on the

general movement of computer technology.
Earlier. Maddock faced criticisms from

chairman. Airey Ncave. that the organiza-
tion of Government departments connected
wtth the computer industry presented "a
pretty Confused picture.☜

As Maddock describes it. the Civil Service
Department is responsible for ordering
Compute s for Government users and also
for stan ds Purchasing machinery. how-
dvor. is managed by HMSO. A Technical
Support Unit is located with MinTech arid
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is responsible for determining the pro-
gramme of work in MinTech's computer
research. It may also inspect and help with
the installation of products.

Major direction of the Government☂s
involvement in the computer industry is
from two divisions within MinTech. The
70-strong Electronics and Computer division
sponsors the manufacturers. A Systems and
Automation division with a staff of 120,
sponsors applications.

Apart from this, there are ☁widespread
committees' such as a CAD committee,
which deal with various specialized topics.
Between departments, contact is maintained

During examination of the MinTech
representatives, figures were given of
the last financial year's R and D cash
support to the computer industry.

Research and Development aid to
the industry.

E million
ICL

Grant in Aid, NCC. .
CAD, Cambridge
APACE . . . . . . . . ..

SRC research projects..
Extra MinTech projects☜

    

by a number of interdepartmental com-
mittees, and a larger number of informal
contacts.

The NCC plays a ☁central role☁ in develop-
ing a view of the industry, and is the main
adviser on standards. It reports its advice
to MinTech. Eric Lubbock pointed out that
this is unsatisfactory if the CSD is respon-
sible for standards.
Maddock was careful to qualify what he

meant by sponsorship. ☜We interpret it in
a positive way. We go out and nd the state
of the industry, what help is needed and
what can be done.

☜In support of the computer industry. the
Government has promoted rationalivation,
supported research and development. and
pursued a policy of purchasing computers
made in Britain when reasonably possible,☝
the MinTech memorandum summarized.

MinTech☁s Advanced Computer Techno-
logy Project places contracts for work on
promising developments with industry itself
contributing half the costs. The aim of the
project is to encourage more advanced
developments in industry and reduce
duplication of effort.
Lubbock criticized ACTP for concen-

trating too much on hardware. The latest
figures for money spent in supporting ACTP
projects reveals that H million was Spent 0☜
storage research, £650.000 on circuit tech-
nology. £200.000 on peripherals. and
£7ilt].000 on software.

Software manufacturers seeking support
for worthwhile projects can go straight to
MinTech. The amount of money available

for software support this year is about
9} million,

☜Software ourishes in the context of its
application. Now there is a large programme
of CAD.☝ said Maddock.
On the future of the British software

industry. the Ministry☁s memorandum noted
that: ☜There would be dangers if a very
high proportion of the UK software indus-
try were .to fall to American ownership
because so much of the nation☁s techno-
logical initiative in this sphere. and the
talents that produce it, would be under
foreign control.
☜The main resource of the software indus-

try is its brain power. What the industry
needs above all else is the experience it can
only derive from involvement in as many
and varied applications as possible, and
particularly in those which are large in scale,
since it is from these that it will derive an
international understanding."

Future trends discerned by MinTech are
increased use of multi-aecess computers for
rapid response information systems; incor-
poration of small computers into special
purpose instruments; and the creation of
data banks where information is retained
for ready and immediate access.
MinTech foresees ☜a shortage of the

highest quality systems designers and
analysts and programmers for some years
to come." But adds that ☜there is a sub-
stantial body of software expertise in the
UK and a high general level of com-
pctence."

However. MinTech warns that Govern-
ment support for the UK industry is no
substitute for the achievement of sales on
an international scale.
Maddock said that MinTech had given

thought to the creation of a national system.
☜it is the task of the Ministry to lead in
technology.☜ he said. ☜but such a network
ought to be coordinated by the Post O ce.☝
Ncave said that Post Ot Cc witnesses had
told the committee that NDPS did not want
to perform such a task. ☜You'll need to per♥
suade them." he said. ☜i try to do that all
the time." Maddock replied.

layman
MinTech's detailed and comprehen-
sive memorandum to the committee

contained an unusual feature...an
annex devoted to a ☁Layman☁s Guide
to Computer Hardware and Software.☁

Although it didn't begin with
☁once upon a time.☁ the annex read
rather like a journey throughthe
computer fairyland, "Next we come
to the specialist components. .☜

"We next come to machine program

of instruction . . . ." ☜Next comes the
all important sphere of applications
Software. . . And so it went on.
To be fair. the overall impression

was of a superbly ef cient British
civil service effort.

   



 

☜WE WERE IN THE RIGHT PLACE at the right time with the right
idea," says 30-year-old millionaire Saul Steinberg.
With an engaging open smile, he folds his hands together on

the table top, then leans forward. ☜That was just luck." .
He leans back again and knits his brow, burrowing for clear

words to put Leasco's history in perspective. 5
☜In the computer industry there☁s too much lip service☁paid

to excellence, and too little real excellence." .
Steinberg founded Leasco in 1961, partly with money bor-

rowed from his family. He tends to gloss over the early years,
and rmly disassociates himself from other leasing entre-
preneurs.
As other leasing companies began to pop up in New York

lofts, with various results, Leasco rose above the fray with its
rst public stock issue in August 1965. In 1966 Steinberg made
the move which may have been a key to Leasco☂s eventual
distinctiveness. He hired Booz-Allen consultant Michael Gibbs,
who has been responsible for corporate planning ever since.

It is Gibbs who says, ☜While long-range planning is no substi»
tute for budgeting, the planning process . . . disciplines us to
analyze the viability of products or serviCes in dynamic future
markets. . . ."
When Leasco achieved this long-range planning capability in

1966, this was not the conventional way of doing business.
(Gibbs points out it☁s not really commonplace even today.)

☜When I signed on. the corporate planning department con-

sisted of myself, half of Saul's of ce,and (if I was lucky), ten

per cent of his secretary☂s time."
The company has changed now. From a computer leasing

business of 50 people in 1966, it☁s grown to be an international
☁comprehensive computer services organization.☁ with consult-

ing, container leasing and insurance subsidiaries, more than

9,000 employees. and annual revenues approaching half a
billion dollars. The corporate planning department has mean~
while expanded from 1.1 people to a sta of six in New York
and two in London.

Planning, in Leasco terminolgy, has been evident primarily

in acquisition, though Steinberg points to international expan-
sion and time sharing as examples of planned internal growth.

The long-range master plan was carefully devised and meticu-

lously observed, which allowed most of the acquisitions them♥

selves to take place over a fairly short period. The Steinberg-

Gibbs action program included: (1) Computer technology

6

Sieinberg
and Leosco

Leasco is a strategic magnificence. It was the first real
computer leasing company. It was the first to solidify as
the third-generation computers began to show signs of
middle age. Then it was the first to quit leasing in the US.
It was first into Europe. Finally, it was the only leasing
company to establish a real foothold in time sharing.
Though it's the Hope diamond in the leasing treasure

chest, Leasco has tactical flaws, tawdry facets, flashes of
naiveté too. But Saul Steinberg comes through as a
forthright and fairly fearless leader.

acquisitions [information systems, systems software. simulation,

and applications programming); (2) services (bureau. time
sharing. specialized information products, and databanks);
(3) use of existing resources (marketing and computer inven-

tory); and (4) expanding the nancial resources. Leascoiitsclf
a ☁capital consumer' necded to nd a ☁capital generator.☁

In 1966 the rst acquisitions, Documentation Inc and Fox
Computer Services, were blended together to form Leasco Sys♥

tems and Research. Steinberg admits. ☜We wasted a lot of

time trying to orient this towards commercial business. even

though it was essentially doing government work. But our

experience eventually taught us that by putting a software group

into Werner, for example, we can serva the textile industry

better than by having an 800-man software company."

The big acquisition drive really gained momentum in Sep-

tember 1968, with the merger with a ☁capital generator,☁ Reliance

Insurance Company. Easier targets were Operations Research

Inc. which brought big systems capability, and Information

Development Corp, for operating systems and compilers.

The straight consulting companies, mostly I968 acquisitions,

do around $35 million. Like the corporation itself. these are

structured with industry-speci c orientation in the States. while

Inbucon in London is a general consultancy which cuts across

all lines of industry.
The other consultancies are Werner (which specializes in the

textile industry), Berger (with engineering. plus architectural

and economic development), CPM (which does most of its work

for re neries and other process companies). and the newest

member of the clan. Yankelovich (which specializes in market

research and attitude surveys. including the Fortune 500 survey).

While other leasing companies were writing one-year leases.

Leasco stayed with four and ve-year terms. Smaller machines

and peripherals came into leasing vogue, and still Lensco

remained faithful to the largest 3605. ☜That☁s not to say we

didn☁t have self-doubt," Steinberg asserts. ☜But history will

show we were essentially right."

☜Then we went through a period when we went from$100

million to $500 million in 18 months. That requires a different

kind of management, and di erent kinds of skills."

Leasco☁s net after-tax earnings for the last scal year were

just under $44 million. Of this Steinberg comments that about

$30 million comes from insurance (of which $17 or $18 million

is regular insurance operations and $12 million is capital gains
Dalancck
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from the investment portfolio). The rest comes from the com-
puter business. About 9; of the remainder is from leasing, and
-} from software and consulting . . . and still this amounts to
about $4 or $5 million. The company has $12 billion in assets.
and cash of about $120 million.
The chairman adds a comment about the international scene.

☜Leasco has $350 invested in 360 equipment, Our planning
allows us to take still more equipment in Europe. We have put
a lot of money into Europe ($50 million is budgeted this
year) but we need local nancing to leverage it. In the rst
half of this year, for example, we have put $16 million in
cqui/y capital into the UK to nance hardware purchase.

Elliptical orbit
Time-sharing began to play a large part in the company's

plans as the leasing industry matured, and Leasco S&R in
Maryland began to develop a time♥sharing system based on the
Hewlett-Packard 2116 computer, while Leasco S&R people in
London started to look at Modular One for Europe. Then a
340 million preliminary order for XDS Sigmas was announced.
As Leasco entered scal 1969, it concentrated more on

"building from within,☜ especially after the bruises the cor-
porate ego suffered in conjunction with SEMA/Metm and
Pergamon courtships. As Gibbs says gracefully, ☜The critical
mass was there; it was time to maximize its pro tability."

This entailed a ☜critical sel appraisal☜ of Leasco's resources,
and resulted in the acquisition of one Frank McCracken, a
23-year IBM veteran, as president. He brought in a few key
men and immediately put a stop to the plans for a Sigma-
based time-sharing network. Instead, he turned Steinberg☂s
attention to the bene ts of using partially or wholly depreciated
hardware for time-sharing.
Now 19 systems are working in the US. By the end of

September, Steinberg expects to have 39 systems working, and
the 1971 Scal year, which begins then, should present time.
sharing pro ts ☜in themillions".

Steinberg continues; ☜After Frank came we took Call 360
for the 360/50 and are modifying it slightly for the [65. We
get about a three or four times power increase, and the speed
is unbelievable. We☁ve been up and running on Call 360 (only
we call it Response 360) since April 2 in Bethesda, with no
trouble. We couldn☂t get a 360 back from lease, even though
We offered to pay users a certain number of months☂ rent.
So We went out and bought one for the new service_ If 1 had
this to do over, I would have gone with Call 360 only, and
i would have spent every nickel I had in application programs
and marketing.

Critical mass
Each Leasco branch in the US is charged with creating (prob»

ably for speci c customer needs) at least one industrycriented
program per month. or the 10 to 14 that are submitted, the
best is chosen for full treatment, with a product manager,
documentation, training for Leasco marketing people. ☜Within
three to ve months,☝ says Steinberg, ☜it has been disseminated
to all the eld of ces. After a year of this, We will have pro-
grams for every industry We want to do business with."
These industries are: printing and publishing; public utilities;

food and merchanidze distribution; manufacturing (no! metals,
autos, or aerospace); textiles, federal, state and local govern-
ment; education: and banking and nance.
"We are not edicting to the European groups that they follow

our industry strategy. In the US we are not accepting business
outside these industries. Here in London they are accepting

business so long as they can perform it well. For example,
they specialize here in real-time and information retrieval,
largely because of Peter Hunt and his people☁s experience."

Steinberg tends to view companies or people in the frame-
work of the Leasco master plan. Neither ☜disacquisition☝ nor
☜executive mobility" causes him undue ulcers.
☜Every operation must be pro table. We had or maintained

for a year or so certain companies that operated at a loss
or break-even and made no other contribution. We have closed
Nordisk in Germany now, but kept the key services of Nordisk
in Sweden.

☜There was a very short period when we wanted to get a
closer look at hardware, so we invested in some hardware
companies." Steinberg says Leasco has a minority interest in
Dethlo in Germany, and ☜a piece" (around 10 per cent) of
Data l00 in the US.
☜We are not interested in the long run in holding 20 per cent

of various companies. We prefer a 100 per cent or at least a
51 per cent position.

☜In any event, all our consulting groups are managed on a
fairly autonomous basis. For example, they don't have to use
the facilities of the Leasco software operations. We encourage
them to do so, but their decisions are independent. Similarly,
we encourage them to joint bid, but they are free to pursue
their own directions."

Staffing policies
0n the staff side, Steinberg is equally candid. ☜Our philo-

sophy now is to build from within as mueh as possible. We
have passed the balance point, where we used to bring in more
than half our key executives from outside. Last year the pro»
motion vs hire ratio was about 50♥50. This year it☂s about
7S~25, and we hope to hit 90♥10 next year, especially at the
executive level.
☜We make a conscious effort to overpay. Unless we create

a tough-minded atmosphere where the but people have a
chance to move, then I think we have failed in our obligation
to our people.

☜I think the company has a responsibility to the employee.
He should be promoted every time he succeeds. He should be
given the opportunity to fail at the next level. If he does, then
he's either asked to leave the company or put back to where
he was a success.

☜I☁m never concerned about turnover rates. But it☁s impor-
tant to watch where the turnover is. We rate every employee
A, B, C, or D according to performance. If the trend is in
the A group, then I☂m concerned.
☜You have to get rid of the worst 10 per cent to create

room for good people to be promoted and enhance their
positions with the company.

☜Certainly, there's no higher risk (in going to work for
Leasco) for good people. Our turnover of top people in the
company has been virtually nil, in an industry where top turn-
over is considerable as a norm. Most of the top people who
have left Leasco have been ☁helped☂ to make that decision.
☜We are creating an atmosphere of open-ended opportunity

for good people. People who are consistently poor performers
have no place in the company. We are in business to make
money. We must have customer satisfaction. Poor people
detract from customer satisfaction, and if you don☂t get
customer satisfaction, you won☂t make money."

Steinberg leans forward and says rmly: ☜We can win this
game, if we just stay disciplined. That☂s the key to our strategy.☝
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Pl lii l ls Bills☜ III Illlitl Decade
☜ We are talking about an industry capable

of growing by a factor of ten♥one which
has as its competitors some of the toughest,
hardest companies in the world: the com-

puter manufacturers." This Dick Brandon
remark serves well as a peg for Data
Decade, the conference assembled in Lon-
don last week to listen to an array of dis-

tinguished speakers talk about the com-
puter service industry, and its prospects for
the next ten years.

Apropos of conferences, the joke at the
Bloomsbury Centre Hotel was: ☁If any busi♥

ness is growing faster than computing, it
has to be the conference business.☁

Perhaps the basic function of these events
is to reassure There can be no other ex-
planation for the presence of some of the
familiar faces (without naming any indivi♥
duals) in the audience. who might have
been expected to have at least as clear an
idea about the computer service in the seven-
ties as any of the speakers.
One has to conclude that it makes DP

people feel good to be among their equals.
and to listen to their equals making opti-
mistic noises about the future. The great
moment was the rst public unveiling of

Saul Steinbe-rg. Here, for all to see in lhe
esh, was one of the ultimate success stories
of this industry . . .and he was received
rapturously, not for the content of his ad-
dress, but because he is the visible symbol
of the industry☁s dynamism and money♥
making potential. Maybe just being around
him made everyone feel a little closer to the
proverbial crock of gold.

Tripartite industry

Dick Brandon☁s basic theme was that the
computer service industry is divisible into
three segments~peopIe♥based, machine♥
based and product-based.

People-based services. he claimed, were
consultancy. programming, and system de-
sign and engineering.
Programming he described as ☁a business

which is only marginally pro table '. and
always subject to severe problems of cost
control. Systems design and engineering had
been opened up by IBM's unbundling, but

though there would undoubtedly be big
contracts in the of ng, there was one major
problem♥that all the computer manufac~

turers were potential competitors in this
area.
The machine-based services he described

as bureau operations, time-sharing, and

facilities management. Bureau operations
were highly competitive, and not highly
pro table. Specialization is the key to the
future of bureau operations.

Time-sharing was dismissed pretty quickly
by Brandon as having no economic viabilitY-
Facilities management? ☁Not a long-term
business.☁ Some users will delebate the
responsibility of installation management'
but it won☂t last♥it isn't good business sense
for the user.
The produchased sector he identi ed as

education, publications, and proprietary

software packages. Training and publica-
tions activities he described as highly sub-

ject to the prevailing business climate: they

are the rst areas to be cut back in any

recession. Software packages have ☁a very

big future♥a lot of economic justi cation,☁

though Brandon added that a lot of cus-
tomer training was required to sell them:

Turning to straight predictions♥always

Brandon☁s chance to be provocatch (per-

haps in the sound knowledge that no one

in ten yea-rs☁ time is going to bother to refer

him back), he says there are around 2,600

companies in the computer services eld in
the States, of whom maybe 15 are turning

over more than $5m, with a further 200
grossing over $lm. In this decade, he adds,

the smaller companies will go to the wall.
By 1980 we may see ve or ten companies
earning more than $250m. between 30 and
50 more than $50m, and perhaps a hun-

dred small companies. The remainder will
be merged, go broke, or (the alternative in
the States, says Invester Dick) go public.

Figure comparisons

John Hoskyns (☜I predict a decade of

sustained and vigorous growth for IMB☁s
legal department") began with the shots in
the dark. It is interesting to compare them
with Brandon's, where possible.

Hoskyns☁ UK gures: I970 I980

Consultancy £3.8m £10.5m
Software £6.4rn £126m
Burcaux £40m £483m

His world estimates:
United Kingdom £49m £619m
Europe £243m £3,097m
United States £1,426m £12,750m
Now Brandon is not regarded as a par-

ticularly conservative commentator (though
some of the predictions made back in l962
look pretty conservatch today); contrmt

his predictions:

United States: 1970 eslinmlcr 1980

Consultancy $220111 $500m
Programming $350m $1,500m
Systems Design $350m $3,000m
Burcaux $600m $4,000m
Time-Sharing $l50m $500m
Facilities Management $250m $1,000m
Education. Publications SZOOm $800m
Software Packages $125m $2,000m
Other Computer Services maybe $1,500m

0n the I980 estimates, Hoskyns☁ gures

for the United States is just about twice
Brandon's♥a cool six thousand million
pomsz away. And when Brandon dismisses
timc♥sharing♥how bad is $500m?

After Hoskyns, Kcn Barnes of SPL. He
began with as dramatic a set of gures as
any that had gone before. The total UK
expenditure on information processing, he
says, represents 30 per cent of the gross
national product, Expenditure on computing
amounts to 2% per cent of the GNP♥and

half of that was systems and programming
development.

Somewhere around 160 companies are in-

volved in the software and consultancy

business, says Barnes. Between them they

represent a total work force of maybe 3,500

specialist staff who are commercially avail-
able to the market♥and 1,000 of them are

working for only four or ve companies.
Barnes then drew his by♥now familiar

picture of the development of the software

business. In the beginning there were com-

puter manufacturers, and their market de-

pended on them for support. Then the mar»
ket realised that the key to successful data

processing was utilization, not hardware. . .

and, Lo! there was a savage ght for com-

petent staff, most of whom were working
for the manufacturers.
And so there came to be software houses,

The large contracts theme was taken up

by Peter Clarke of IBM. He was the rst
speaker to state the obvious♥computer ser-

vices is a people business; the development

of what he called the advanced Management

Information and Control Systems of the

next decade is going to need some very
high-calibre people, and, he added, the only

way to get the right experience to handle

these projects is to work on them. His wam♥

inge♥that there is simply not enough ad-

vanced projects around to develop the

leadership that the service industry is going

to necd-was right on the button.

ln a closely argued analysis of the future

of the service sector, he de ned va probable

directions:
1. Service industries, such as banks, will go

into data processing services as an adjunct

to their own activities.
2. Some companies with a need for com-

prehensive internal data processing, but who

feel that it will be dif cult to absorb, will

set up DP subsidiaries♥who will exploit

the market with their spare capaCity.
3. Groups of small companies will form

joint service subsidiaries.
4. A number of companies will prefer to

get their own machines, and will look to

external sources for support.
5. An ever-growing number of companies

will come to .regard DP as they regard

electricity: they will look for computer

power as a utility.

The service industry will nd its market

in the last two categories, said Clarke:

implementation support will be ☜the area

of greatest growth in the service industry; "

a growing number of users will sub-contract

the whole management of their installataions.

Steinberg began by throwing out some

good news. A recent study in the States of

the problems and attitudes of 400 I)?

managers and executives had come up With

the following ndings: 83 per cent of those

interviewed needed outside help in upgrading

their staff☁s technical knowledge; 49 per

cent had no documented plan for develop♥

ment of their installations during the next

few years; half those who did have a plan

hadn☂t had it approved by their manage-

ment; two-thirds had personnel problems;

and (this made the audience lick their chops)

72 per cent planned to use outside service

companies to help solve their problems.

Steinberg☁s vision of computing is a
Datawcek
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sophisticated one; services will be provided
on an industry-wide scale by companies
offering industry-oriented software and per-
sonnel with industry-specialised skills. The
name of the game is the centralised control
system♥the all»swinging and dancing shop
oor-to-MDs-desk-type-system. Will it really
happen that way ☁2 Perhaps, but Clarke's
remarks about the no projects♥no people♥♥
no leadership are worth bearing in mind♥-
and he was talking in the UK. The level of
personnel in the States is. if anything. worse.

lCL's Peter Hall contributed a down-to.
earth look at some realities. pointing out
that the poor manufacturer usually gets the
blame for computer problems.

Hall outlined lCL's new diversi cation
scheme. which will be detailed later.

Mintech
CDIIllillllii ll
FOR THE SECOND TIME in one day♥the rst
was at Subcommittee Dwrepresentatives of
MinTech stated their case on the computer
industry. Different stars. different venuei
different story?
Taking the stand for the last half-hour of

the formal session on behalf of MinTech
were John Nieholls. head of the Systems
and Automation division. and Lawrence
Zyman from the upper hierarchy of the
lRC (that child of the Government respon»
sible for shuf ing the commercial pack and
dealing companies to the mutual bene t of
one and all.)

Nicholls said that any ideas MinTech
might have towards the software industry
were purely of a formative nature. He was
really "thinking aloud.☂
He pointed out the software and services

side of the industry was only recognized as
a separate entity as recently as last year.
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At this time hardware interests were passed
over to the old electronics division. and
software and services collected under the
systems and automation division.

Whilst the Government recognizes no
fixed de nition of the software industry.
said Nieholls. he ventured his own inter-
pretation: "Take away mainframe and ser-
vices and you are left with software."
He recognized three arcas of activity.

software houses. burcaux. and consultancies.
With some companies operating in two or
more spheres. the 350 companies in the eld
fell into one of seven groups.

Nicholls prc-cmpted the IRC speaker by
anticipating a rcgrouping of the software
and consultancy activities under one roof
giving rise to ☁systems arehitects.☁ Whilst his
division had no sponsorship responsibilities,

its ☁thoroughly objective advice☁ will be
aimed in this direction. he added,

For the IRC. Zyman said its interest is
engendered by a realization of ☜the rapid
growth of the software industry. We realize
that. in the future. software will represent a
substantial proportion of the industry."
lRC☁s particular interest. he said. is in the
impact of computer applications on manage♥
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"I'm afraid we'll need more than the ears to reach a computerized decision! "
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ment. and the competence of the manage~
ment of the software industry.

Zyman was at pains to state what IRC
was not going to do. It has no blueprint of
the software industry. It plans no secret
mergers and is not convinced that mergers
will be of any use.
He envisaged, also. the formation of the

systems architect. but added, ☜There will
always be room for the small, specialist
company.☜ One characteristic of the systems
architecture house will be a strong market-
ing capability.
On the nance side IRC has ☜been known

to provide nance in a merger situation☁ and
can provide nance at other times. It prefers
to be thought of as a ☁lender of last resort.☂
But he anticipates that IRC will be making
an announcement of its rst investment in
the software industry within the next seven
days.
Ken Barnes reminded us earlier that if

a June election is called, the works of Sub-
committee D will be in vain. The speed
with which the MinTech speakers got
through their scripts might lead one to
believe their faith in the opinion polls is
not exactly absolute.

 

Speed with economy...
From £50 per hour From £10 per hour
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From £35 per hour
90K Partition of 360/50
using DOS/Power

 

Data Preparation
(Paper Tape/Cards)

 

Ring our Sales Manager
John V Goodman on

07♥9065065

Laing Computing Services, Bunns Lane, London NW7
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a. direct entry

ll)

ill the '60

The new MDS 9000 centralised
data entry system speeds
throughput and increases
economy
MDS introduce a remarkable new

system to provide the fastest, most

economical keyboard-to-magnetie

tape data processing for multiple

format applications.
The systemcomhines up tothil'tY'tW0
keyboard units, a dual multiplexer

and up to fourteen tape handlers.

The dual multiplexer ensures con-
tinued system funcrion in the event

of a single hardware failure. A☜
keyboards can continue to operate

with some reduction of throughput.

but as many as sixteen can continue
to operate at full speed.

(lore storage lor 4o tormat programs

is provided. Program changes are

simple and can be done without
affecting system operation.

The multiplexer accepts data from

keyboard units, checks it and releases

it for transfer to tape.

Multiple tape units make it possible

to assign any keyboard station to any

tape unit. Thus dilferent applica♥

tions can be allocated to ditfcrcnt
units and be processed in parallel.

The new MDS 9200 system
provides multiple data recorder
capability plus central control
This new MDS magnetic tape pro-

cessing system centraliscs or ☁pools☂

data input giving increased exibility

plus central control advantages.

The 9200 system combines up to

thirty-two Data Recorders cable «in.

nectcd through a central multiplexer

to up to fourteen tape units.

Multiple tape units make it possible

to assign any Data Recorder to an

tape unit. Thus different apphe

tions can be allocated to different

units and be processed in parallel.

The 9200 system provides all stand-

ard Data Recorder functions plus oil☁-

line peripheral capabilities including

data communications.
Data Recorders can still be used in♥

dividually where central operation

holds no advantage, Individual units

can be switched ☁on-line' and ☁o -

line☁ easily and quickly.
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. 3 great new

 

systems
in the☂10s

The new MDS 7500 low cost high
performance ctr-line data
conversion system frees
computers from slow on-line
operations
The 75cc system pmvi it☁s :1 scicctlon
0f data handling mct a. The maxi-
mum system C<|ntiguralliun cumist ut'
Cuntrnller, Magnetic 'l'upu: Handler,
Card l☂unch,(☁.;lrd Render, Linc I☂rin-
tcr, Paper Tape Punch and Paper
Tnpc Reader, A mimmum hystcm
Cnnsists ni' Magnetiu 'I☁upe iiuntilct☁
(Zontroilcr plus just twu of the ulhcr
units. The mmmunicatium inter-
face is opt itmai.
The systcm npurate: thruugh the
Cuntroilcr which accepts data from
one input source. The Controller

mum☜
4, t 10

passes this to a selected output umtto produce eithera :m☁ntout, magnetic
tape records, punéhcd cards, paper
tapcortransmmcddata.
'i he system allows one umt for data
input and nne ur two it" data uutputt
The Magnctig Tape Hdndlur can
f☁unclion in one or th' uutput umls'
when not in use {In input purposes.

Write for further information to:
MDS (Data Processing) L☁d's
Prudential House, Welleslcy
Road, Croydon, (1R9 3L1)
Surrey.
Telephone on -686 7616
London 01-828 1288
Birmingham 021-454 8162/3
Manchester 061-228 14☝

Set: the new MDS 7500 System on
Stand Nu. [3.717 m the Intcrnntmnul
instruments, Electronics unti Autu-
mutiun Exhibition :1! Olympia 1mm
Nth-16th May. ☁ >
Thu.- .\11)S 9000 and 9200 Systems are
being \it'nmmtrutcd ut the \Wcslhury

Hutu], Mount Vumun Rhom. New
Bond Street, WA on l☁riti yt 15'☜
May. You are mtdiuliy mutt-ti.
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It would be ,te☁npting to headline this
article ☜ICL Unbundles." but this would
not be strictly correct. Not yet, anyway.

However. if there were any anticipatory
move ICL could make towards unbundling.
a separate software house would have to☁ be
It.

Announcing the formation of ☜ Dataskil."

as a wholly owned subsidiary of the lCL
group. enjoying the same status as Dataset.
DR] and ICSL. the parent company has
e ☁ectivcly formed one of Britain☁s largest
software houses.
lCL last week oated Dataskil on

authorized share capital of £50,000. and
budgeted turnover for the rst year will be

☜in excess of £ng million." The new com-
pany will undertake contract systems and

programming work. contract operating and
management of computer equipment and
associated facilities. and contract consul-
tancy in all these elds. Dataskil☁s execu-
tivcs. and the majority of its staff. will be

drawn from se\eral of lCL☁s existing

organizations Chairman of the new com»

pany will be Mr Peter Dudley Hall, who

is at present the director responsible for

software, customer engineering. services and

personnel. education. and training. a broad

enough brief. His deputy will be Dennis

Blackwell. at present manager of the systems
and programming organization. Much of the

work of this department (SAPO for Short)
will be taken over by Dataskil. and will

constitute one of its main strengths. Alan

Rousell who will be Dataskil☂s managing
director, comes from ICL☂s information and

programming services division. Particular

strength will come from operations research

and engineering consultancy☁ with resources

lched from lCSL, which will revart to being

more simply a service bureau.

The new company aims to provide a com-

plete software line ranging from individual

services to ☁ turnkey☝ operations. but Data-

skil will place emahasis on what it considers

to be its particular skills. Hall says the

company intends to develop good relations

with other respected software houses. and,

if necessary. to sub-contract work to cam♥

panies with particular specialities. Dataskil

hopes thereby to assist the dEVCIOpmem of

the software bus'ness generally. and to be

able to o 'er a comprehensive service

A leg up on Project 52?

These customers would at rst be ex♥

Clusivcly ICL hardware users♥Dataskil
hopes to avoid charges of forcing any issues
by o cring a genuinely competitive service.

The new software organization offers the
added advantages of being able to offer

services based on unannounced release of
equipment from the parent company,

From top, Dennis Blackwell, deputy

chairman; below Peter Dudley Hall,

chairman; bottom left, Alan Rouse/l,

managing director.

 

The Dataskil executives emphasise that
the formation of the new company will
make no di erence to the charges paid by
customers for existing services. and that only
those services are being taken over for
which customers were already being charged
separately. Existing "bundled" software
will continue to be provided and maintained
by lCL's SAPO. and ☜less than one
quarter" of the stall of this organization
will be transferred to Dataskil. indeed. lCL
anticipates that Dataskil can itself o er
special skills to the parent in certain elds;
these might reappear as bundled services.

Dataskil at rst intends to con ne its
marketing operations to the UK and will do
so through the existing lCL sales organiza-
tion. says Hall. De nite plans for overseas
expansion will be announced soon.
Computer expenditure in the UK was at

present running at £500 million of which
£175 million (35 per cent) is devoted to
hardware : £206 million (4| per cent) to soft-
ware and services; £38 million (8 per cent)
to bureaux: and £8] million (16 per cent) to
other categories. Because this sum is ex♥
pected to expand to a total market gure
of {2.000 million. with acorresponding shift
in the percentage breakdowns (involving a
greater emphasis on software and support
services than on hardware supply). ICL
decided to take positive steps to make sure
it was ready for the shift. Dataskil is the
result. Hall denied a questioners suggestion.
however. that by 1980 ICL might be a sub»
sidiary of Dataskil!
Head o ice of the new company. which

comes into being on the 7th of May. will be

at Reading. Additional production centres
will be located at London. Kidsgrove and
Edinburgh. The planned sta of 250 systems
analysts and programmers will be distri-
buted amongst these centres.

Bistinguislted
FEIIOWS
A new class of members, ☜distinguished

fellows.☜ will be created if proposed changes

to the BCS☁s articles of association are
accepted. The new accolade will be reserved
for those who have "rendered outstanding

service to the profession."
An individual will become a distinguished

or honorary fellow only if three-quarters of
the BCS council attended by at least two-
thirds of its members vote in favour.

In addition. the proposed new articles sug-
gcst that ☜the council may in its absolute
discretion and without assigning any reason
therefore admit any person to any member-
ship of the society."
The society says this blanket resolution

is intended to cover " Distinguished Ameri»
can; ☜ who cannot get sponsors in their own
country. it also cmers new methods of entry
for over-age candidates. business men and
amdemics.

Datawcclt
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Computers should work round the clock,
people shouldn☂t.

 
It☁s all very well a computer doing everybody

else☂s work in seconds flat.
But ask it to do its own work and it☂ll take

maybemonths of your time and hours of its own.
Writing a program for example, It may take

you weeks. And then when it comes to testing it,
all your computer will do is Sit there, blandly
pumping out ream after ream of largely useless
information Leaving you to Sift through it for
possible errors,

But with Hoskyns Linkmasteryou can help your
_36O to help itself.You can program a computer
in the most effiCierit way. Modular programming.
usmg Assembler,
And when you☁ve finished the program.

Linkmaster will test it for you. In days instead of
weeks.

Five years of Hoskyns Group experience has
gone into developing Linkmaster It☂s the most
exhaustive and extensive package of its type on
the market.

Already,it's selling like hot cakes in the
toughest market of them all; America.
And if you want to know why they think it's

0 good, write or 'phone Derek Johnson at
33 Chancery Lane☁ London, W.C☁2☁ 017242 0086☁

nd start getting home before your dinner's
co .

OD hoskyns systems research



 

Minicoiiimileis triumph
in muxmili
GERMANY'S TRADE JAMBOREE AT HANOVER was bigger and better

than ever this year. The organizers claim that with more

than 5.500 exhibitors from 25 countries renting around 5.5

million square feet of stand space, it is the largest trade fair in

the world. Nobody could possibly doubt them,

It had something to offer for everyone♥not least the com-

puter man. In the newly built Centre for Of ce and Data

Technology♥a vast, cavernous shed 559,384 square feet in Size

♥sat all the world☂s big names in the computer industry. The

special section devoted to data technology, data processing and

of ce machinery had 270 direct exhibitors plus 130 represented

companies.
As be ts the market leader (with some 60 per cent of German

computer sales), IBM had the largest stand Swarming With

hyper-ef cient American-German salesmen, replete with crew

cuts, dark suits and white shirts, its main attractions were a

System 3 linked with a 360/40: a new optical reader, the 1217:

and the new 2750, voice and data switching system. Introduced

last autumn to cope with the rapidly developing technique of

teleprocessing, the latter equipment has not yet been marketed

in Britain because of di ☁iculties with the PC. But an internal

installation is already in use at IBM☂s Havant plant. ☁

The other big American manufacturers were all showtng 2☜

the Fair, represented by their German subsidiaries. UntVfin

which claims second place in the market to IBM, was exhibiting

for the twentieth year. Amongst the new products it displayed

were the 1557/58, a graphic display unit with light perlhthe

DCT-500 teletype terminal. and the Uniscope 100☁ This IS a

cheaper and more advanced version of the Uniscope 300, Yat ☁0

be seen in Britain. Univac already has orders for 250 from a

large warehouse in Hamburg and on this basis expects it to be

a big success
The theme of the Bull-General Electric stand was ☁informa-

tion by integration.☁ Amongst the exhibits were the small Ola-53

direct processing system and the GE-120 small-to-medlum

system, linked to the GE-600 in Paris. In addition the GE-120
was shown in Germany for the rst time.

Outstanding even among Hanover☁s many rew products were

two small. low-cost computers~one, the card and tape Verswf☁

of the Bull-GE-SS, comes from France; the other, ZUSES

16-bit z 43, is from Germany. Both are expected to make a

A card-oriented version of the Bull-GE 58 has been intro-

duced at the Hanover Fair.

 

strong impression on the lower end of the European market,
the former at the expense of IBM☂s System 3, and the latter in

competition with Honeywell☂s DDP series.
Designed primarily for newcomers to computing, the GE-58☁s

card version uses standard 80-column cards and rents for £520
a month. [t can be extended with the MFTU-SO multi-function
tape unit, which increases the speed of le handling to the

equivalent of 1,500 cpm. The 58☂s original disk version has

played an important role in helping to double the number of

Series 50 computers sold in the past 12 months, and in getting
Bull-GE into the black.
The z 43 machine from ZUSE (a Wholly owned subsidiary of

Siemens AG) comes with a basic SK-byte CPU which can be
built up to 64K bytes by 8K increments. Each of these incre-
ments cost £1,700 extra. and the price of a basic con guration

with paper tape [/0 and printer is £11,000. Software available
includes Fortran 4 and Cobol compilers, Basic and tape and
disk operating systems. Both desk-top and rack-mounted ver-
sions of this machine are oifered. It also has a dual use♥as an
oi ce computer, or as a remote processing terminal.

0f the really small computers none were more impressive
than those of the home-grown company, Nixdorf. Founded by

Heinz Nixdorf in 1952, it has rocketed to success in Germany,
gaining the largest slice of the mini-market.

its growth can be judged by the fact that in 1952 Nixdorf
had four employees: in 1970 there are 3,500 in Germany and
another 600 in overseas subsidiaries.

In June Nixdorf plans to set-up shop in Britain where its
wide range of machines and the peripherals so prominently
displayed at Hanover should make a noticeable impact.
Though Nixdorf is the fastest growing German computer

company, Siemens is the biggest. with about 15 per cent of the
market, With characteristic Teutonic thoroughness, the Siemens
stand was designed by computer. A Zuse graphic display unit
coupled to a 4004 machine was used, with most impressive
eti☁ect. On the company☂s stand were examples of both large and
small systems.

Nonetheless, Siemens☁ most interesting exhibit was a new
4004 Model 46 time-sharing system. This can accommodate
48 users simultaneously and offers both batch and conversa-

tional operation. With the introduction of this system Siemens
clearly hopes to carve itself a meaty slice of the rapidly grow-
ing German time-sharing market. Other companies have the
same idea and thus for the rst time. time-shaping was the
biggest topic of discussion at the Fair, If the computer section
had :1 theme this was it.

Other systems on display included the new Philips R9200 with
Olivetti terminals. The Dutch giant was also using one of its
small P-250 computers as a very intelligent terminal. And an-
other of its exhibits was the big P4000. a competitor to the
IBM 360. not currently available in Britain. BRIAN Pl1'rs Dataweek
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NOW! Vitttron System 21
with veri cation
andhardcopyfacility
-f0r0nly£40 amonth!

This must be data processing at its cheapest and best The video See what System 27 offers you:
display allows a constant check to be made on all entries, ensuring _ _ _
maximum accuracy. Records can also be interleaved so that entry . Full alpha-numerrcvrdeo display
is simply a matter of ☂filling in the blanks'. As for hard copy, you've
probably got half the equipment you need already. The unique .Cassette tape recording

Viatron robot printer fits on a standard IBM Selectric" typewriter,
and produces formatted permanent records at the rate of 12 u

characters per second. I .Hard copy outp t
This is just one example of Vlatron System 21, the revolutionary
low cost development in data processing. Each configuration In
the range is designed to cut dramatically the cost of your data .

management; at monthly rentals from as little as 527.100. .CompUter tape read/wrlte

System 27 can be installed and working for you within 72 weeks
r d r

Can you afford not to find out more! .Card punChe lrea e

Let us Show
Phone or write for the full

story♥ and a demonstration

.Computer communication

    

Dulél☁ruuk
6.5.
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Sam Wyly, UCC's 35-year- old chairman♥☜ the computer
industry can be a greater international force than forelgn a/d.☝

Wyly keynotes slcc
UCC'S Sam Wyly addressed the opening session of the
Spring Joint Computer Conference in Atlantic City's
Convention Hall (May 5) on the theme of "Computing,
Communications and World Business☝.
Wyly sees instant computer power created in every corner

of the world by the marriage of computers and communica-
tion. He predicts a revolutionary change in today's concepts
of production, distribution and business services due to this
sudden availability of computing power.
Some 45,000 visitors are attending this year's conference,

held once again in Jersey's equivalent of Brighton. Tele♥
phonic chaos during the show bears out Wyly☁s predictions,
but for the time being its more like divorce than marriage of
computers and communication.
Meanwhile back at AFIPS headquarters, the sponsor-

ing organization's president Dick Tanaka announced (to
immense industry relief) that future Joint Computer Con-
ferences will be held to 1,000 exhibits.

In Dallas to receive his award as UCC's International
Employee of the Year, John Kason (centre), director of
UCC Computer Centre, London, is personally congratu-
lated by Sam Wyly (left), chairman and founder of Univer-
sity Computing Company and Charles Wyly, Jr, President
of the Company.

  

live 1905☜ lot Universities
Belying the rumour that Oxford was getting ve 1906A's, ICL just
announced that each of ve British universities is getting one ICL
I906A computer system. Each installation is valued at around one
million pounds.
The univorsities are Oxford. Manchester. Leeds. Nottingham and

Birmingham. all of whom are currently using ICL machines.
The l906As will provide the five universities with batch processing,

remote batch processing and interactive multi-access facilities. Thus
lCL says the University Computing Centres will be able to otter a
more comprehensive service to their users than is currently possible.

Oxford University
In September this year Oxford University plans to take delivery

of the rst [906A to come oil the production line.

University ofManchester Regional Computing Centre
For many years the University ofManchester has been using an

Atlas 1 computer. The computing capacity has recently been ex-
tended with the installation of an ICL 1905F. and the I906A com-
puter will provide a further increase in the facilities available to
the Regional Computer Centre.

Birmingham and Nottingham Universities

Nottingham is dLIe to take delivery of its 1906A in early 1971.
with Birmingham following about a year later. These machines will
be part of a proposed Midlands Universities Regional Network.

Leeds University
The Leeds machine is due for delivery early next year, As the

largest machine in Yorkshire this 19(16A could well provide the
focus for a Yorkshire Universities computer network.

We're bUI ding
a new all-purpose
Paper Tape System

We've built three different optical tape readers that read any punched
tape. One reads to 500 c .5.

We've built the first PIE. loop-control tape winder purpose-designed
for punched tape. We've made a digital comparator and a tape
controlled limits tester. ☂
We've supplied on top international contracts and contributed to
Britain's Polaris fleet. - '
Within months our range will include three more important pieces of
equipment -♥ a big step towards the first comprehensive British
des☁ mad and made punched tape syste .

We're called Electrographic.
See what we've built now♥

ON IEA STAND E705, Empire Hall

Or write

for details

Eluctlogruphic L ted, so Old eld Circus, Nonholz. Middlasox.
Tol: 01-422 56☝ 01-864 2254 DataueL-k
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SWEIIlSll railways
I'BSEI'VEII
Using an IBM 360/40 and a communica-
tions processing unit IBM 3968, Sweden☂s
State Railroads have inaugurated a new seat
reservation system, Twenty reservation
terminals are to be located in major towns

and these will be linked to the central com♥
puter.

In the railway station the clerk registers
the customer's order on the reservation
terminal. The message transmits over the
internal teleprocessing network to the com-
munications unit checking the accuracy of
the transfer and the message goes into the
cpu.

Here a large number of registers are

searched to nd the best seat for the cus♥
tomer. The ticket is prepared and automatic-
ally printed by the terminal in the station
To increase accessibility and service rate

the new system offers access to a second
communications unit and an IBM 360/50.
which is normally used for administrative
purposes.

Swedish State Railroads may have the
lead on this computerized reservation
system. but it is not unique. Penn Central
in the States have committed the Metro
liner service running from New York to
Washington, to a computerized ticket reser-
vation system based on Ticket Reservation
Systems. Apparently three other East Coast
railroads are talking about an interline
reservation system and the American
Government is showing considerable interest
in the schemes.

Nearer home, British Rail has said
nothing about the subject. However. since
British Rail is running Music Line♥a pack~
age rail and theatre ticket scheme making
Lise of Seat Reservation Systems computer
and terminal♥it is more than likely that
they are doing a lot of thinking about
computerized ticket reservations.

All-time record sales
Honeywell has announced its world♥wide
sales and earnings for the rst quarter of
l970♥an all-time record♥£152 million.
The gure represents a 12 per cent increase
over the rst quarter of l969t with a 17
per cent increase on earnings alone.

Board chairman of the automation com-
pany, James Binger, revealed that sales
increased in all areas except aerospace and
defence equipment, where US Government
policy changes caused a levelling OR in
orders.
Computer and communications orders,

Shipments and revenues are ☜well ahead of
a year ago. and all computer divisions show
record backlogs." he says.

Sales of automation systems and controls
for industry increased. "We continue to be
modestly optimistic about the year in view
of the anticipated increases in capital spend-
ing by industry. particularly outside the
United States. where new orders and ship-
ments are SUbstantially ahead of last year.☝  
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Pg lii☂ée to teélyou
a cu m wi e r e
of eduo g on andn☁q
training courses.
This IS my Schedule
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Course Code Fee lune July

. . r5
Computer Apprectation

Senior hdanagement Al 45 21~22 25♥26 30~31

Middle hdanagement A2 40 14♥15 22♥23 27-28

Clerical &
Non-Technical Staff A3 18 ♥ 2 3

Practical Systems Analysis
Module 1* .. _ -
Introduction to Computers 51 [D ♥ ♥ 6-10

Module 2* ☁
Main Course (Residential) 52 225 ♥♥ ♥ 13-24

Basic (ASA) For-tram P1 60 ♥♥ 29- -3

Extended Fortran _
(CDC 6600) P2 23 ♥ 4♥5 28-29

Cobol P3
Klodule l _
Introduction to Programming 13 ♥☁ 8 i

Module 2
i\lain Course _ 9-19 W

Basic Linear
Programming P4 80 ♥ 8♥11 7

Advanced hiathematical
Programming P5 80 * 15-18 ♥

Traitic Flow Analysis P6 25 28♥29 * *

Short♥Term Fot☁ecastingri
Chronos Program Suite PS 35 19♥21 ♥♥ #

  
You☂re welcome to cut it out

and keep it for reference or, better
still, write or 'phone for the bro-
chure giving fuller particulars, to
Eric Duke, Education hianager, SIA
Limited, 23 Lower Belgrave Street,
London, S.W.☁l,
(Telephone: 01-730 4544)
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Iluluhnse♥u IIIIII'IiEIillg BXBI'CiSE
When a company decides to diversify,

there are a number of very important ques-

tions to be answered. These range from the
broad choice of the particular eld with
growth prospects, to the product with which
to exploit that eld. One approach is to
commission an objective survey from a
consultancy, and then back the chosen pro-
duct with what all such ideas need, plenty
of ready cash.

This has been the exemplary approach of
William Jacks Ltd, the London-based inter-
national trading company. Last year they
engaged PA Management Consultants to
carry out an initial survey (which indicated
computing as a real growth eld) and follow
it up with a particular product suggestion
This plumped for the small computer
market, rather than peripherals, which might
involve too close ties to OEM manufac-
turcrs.

The next step was to isolate a ☁best-buy'
among the small computers. This part of
the survey was entrusted to Hayes Norman
Bell. The rm carried out a comparative
study of about 20 small computer manu-
facturers, whose products were on the
market in the States but notin this country.
From this, the Clary Datacomp 404 emerged
as a leader, in several respects, so marketing
and possible manufacturing agreements were
negotiated with the California company.
The scene was therefore set for the

'launching of Database last summer. The
picture since then has been of a slow but
steady build-up, with a few systems sold as
test installations.

Within the company the main emphasis
has been on software development. In addi-
tion to the 404☁s native assembler language

Clary is developing a Cobol compiler, which

should enhance 404 saleability. The crazy
result will be pushed in a big way at Com-
puter 70 next autumn, but in the meantime
Database is coming to the attention of the
business public with a series of equally.
crazy ads.

Peter Lawrence of Datascene worked on
the ads with the agency, Bull Edington.
Lawrence says the rst ads are mainly to
bring the company name to the public eye.
☜Only when Database 404 has a range of
fully developed systems software, will we
start to adopt a particular and aggressive ap-

proach to individual markets." The highly
viable 404 itself is a marvellously compact
little machine which resembles nothing so
much as an ordinary teletype. This is often
one of the problems, says Mr Smurthwaite,
the commercial Marketing Manager, when
he is exhibiting the machine, People glance
idly at it and think ☜oh yes, another on-
line terminal.☝ Database has to underscore
for them that the 404 is on-line to itself,

It really took more than passing interest
at Fall and Spring Joint Computer Con-
ference, if only because the Teletype is a
most unusual shade of Old Gold. (The Tele-
type Corp helpfully provide equipment in
any shade so long as it☂s beige.)

People have even been known to state
they would prefer ☜that design of Teletype"
to their own, and then be surprised that
they can have the processor thrown in!

(Although that makes it rather an expensive
Teletype.)

Appearances notwithstanding, the 404
o ers all the facilities and felicities or. for
example, a PDP/8, with a good deal more
commercial attraction. It has an uncluttered

"Closest remote terminals in Britain .7 No, two separate Database 404's."

 

and entirely unobtrusive processor, ran:
lights, srmn☁ toggles. etc. but {lVL'L☁ full debug-

ging facilities through the keyboard, includ»
ing individual location addressing. A
hardware loader eliminates the need for a
switchboard to toggle in bootstrap leaders.

In addition to its stand-alone capability, in
which it can handle up to 15 peripheral
controllers with an undetermined number of
devices under each controller, the 404 can

act as an intelligent terminal, on-line to

more powerful tackle, Options range from

64K extra store to the usual peripherals,
This is not primarily where Database sees

its market, however. Smurthwaite says the

404 should be capable of offering the small-
to♥medium user all the computer facilities
he might desire. ☜Certainly a time shared
terminal has the advantages of being able
to call down the heavy core artillery when
necessary, but how often, in the normal

commercial environment does one need to?☜

He moved on to stress the importance.

both psychologically and effectively. of be-

ing able to get ☜hands-on" experience with
one☂s own machine, This would not mean,
though, as in the early days of the small
computers, that people would be left with
the instruction set and told to ☁get on with
it.☂ Database plans to provide all the soft-
ware hclp a customer needs, whatever the

environment, and is quite prepared to sub-
contract to meet such requirements.

With an cxperienced staff recruited from

major computer manufacturers, and highly
trained engineers, many of whom have been

to the manufacturing headquarters in San
Gabriel, Database is undoubtedly poised for

signi cant market penetration. The company
looks like it has good sta and a good pro-

duct at a good price. RON OWENS

55 Million order lor
BE in Italy
GEIS Italia has announced the sale of

two of its massive GE 655 computers,

valued together at £5 million to the Credito
ltaliano bank of Milan. This is the rst
order taken for the GE 655.

With the installation of the two 655☁s the

system will be steadily extended to link all

branches of the system. When it is complete.

more than ve hundred terminals will be
installed, and it is forecast that during peak

banking hours the tra ic between the ter-

minals and the central system will reach
24,000 messages per hour. with a maximum

terminal delay time of less than 5 seconds.
The two 6555 will operate in the ☁3-d☁

mode. offering time-sharing, batch and re♥

mote batch processing facilities. They will
each have a main memory of 128K 36-bit
words, backed by random access memories
with a capacity of some l.7billions.
The order for the terminals, in itself no

mean sale. has gone naturally enough to

the leading Italian company in the eld,

Olivetti, They will be supplying a number
of different buttered terminals.

Dainweck
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Big turnkey order
tor logico
International Reservations Ltd has awarded
Logiea its rst major turnkey operation, for
the supply of hardware and software for the
network of their national hotel reservation
system. The order. which is worth more
than £100,000. is for a ☜ store and forward ☜
system which will linksome 40 to 50 video-
terminals to a 360/50 of the National Coal
Board at Cannoek.

Included in the system will be a dual
Modular One. [or which Logica have placed
an order with Computer Technology Ltd.
Initial delivery of Modular One equipment
for system evaluation will take place this
month, and further equipment will include
two communications multiplexers and 24
modems.

Logica claim that the contract heralds,
an important breakthrough by a s vices
company into total systems supply.☝ The
supply of turnkey services has been stressed
as one of Logica's marketing strategies since
its formation last year. They con dently
predict that they will have a further sub-
stantial volume of turnkey orders by the end
of the current year. which will accord with
an overall growth trend in this particular
eld ofcomputing.

 

The ludge
The court reassembles. The defence attorney,

who asked for a short recess, is uently

quoting now all the precedents relevant to

the case. The judge, hesitant earlier, takes
charge with supreme con dence. Where have

they been?
The answer is simple, if the place is

Germany and the time is after November,

1971. Each of them went out to phone

IURADAT in Berlin.
IURADAT is an agency set up under

government auspices to operate a juristic

databank, which holds codes of law, case

histories, patents and legal publications on

computer les and is open to access for all

German lawyers.

Border uuurds use Burroughs
Smuggling across the Mexican border ain't
what it used to be. Not since Burroughs in-
stalled a 8-5500 on☁line system at San

Diego, California.
The system forms part of a nation-wide

criminal information network rcccntly ap-

proved by President Nixon. The 3-5500 will

accept eaniries from terminals in trallic

lanes on the California-Mexico border.
An enquiry is sent to the machine which

retains a master le of stolen vehicles and
wanted persons; the response is ashed

back within seconds. If he is satisfactory,

the driver is allowed to proceed.
The £850,000 order covers an additional

network of terminals which will be strate-
gically sited throughout the US, linked with

the [335500 system and the FBI☂s National
Crime Information Centre. 

may show il' lll EM
Feeling that the moon situation was rather
delicate at present, EAI have chosen not to
demonstrate a moon landing simulation on
their 7945 hybrid computer system at the
forthcoming [EA exhibition. Instead they
will demonstrate ☜ Dragster Vehicle Simula-
tion " in which visitors to stand 0105 can
participate in solving problems involved in
the design of a small racing car.
The purpose of the simulation is to mini-

mize the } mile time for a dragster by

altering the parameters in a mathematical
model. Over eager drivers will be protected
against excessive ☁wheelics☂ by what EAI
dryly describe as ☜a margin of safety

against pitchover of the vehicle"
Results of visitors attempts to better Art

Arfons 270 mph in 4 seconds, or otherwise,
will appear on a sophisticated dynamic dis-
play. The hybrid computation, according to
EN, is carried out some 300 times faster
than on a digital computer.
EAI were at rst worried when they ex-

hibited the simulation program in the States
that people would feel it was a paltry sub-
stitute for a moon landing. However, they

have been surprised at the interest the
dragster simulation has Oceasioned, even

though drag racing is a tremendously
popular sport in the States.

Worried about
deoimalisation P
Let the 1900 GROUP solve your problems.

Proven programs available now for all 1900 com-

puter users to handle le, PLAN and COBOL con-

version automatically.

1900 specialists are standing by to demonstrate and

support or, if you prefer, to undertake the complete

conversion service for you.

CUT COSTS

SAVE TIME

RING 1900 Programming Limited

Software Division
I900 House, ll/l3 Melton Street, London NWI

0|-387 80l3  



 

Systemla
360 Inlerluce
The long-awaited communications adapter
announced by IBM last week for delivery
in early 1971, It will eventually enable
users to establish direct teleprocessing links
between System/3 computers and the
System/360 range.
The adapter for System/3 operates in

binary synchronous communications mode
and hence is known in typical IBM fashion
as BSCA.

It runs at 600, 1200, 2000 or 2400 bits/
second, handling EBCDIC or ASCII coding,
It can work in a multipoint network with
other BSC terminals, with a 360 as the
master station. The central 360 can be any
model. including Model 20 but excluding
Models 44 and 67 unless the 67 is operating
in 65 mode.
The 360 can be operating under DOS or

OS and thc System/3 can communicate
indirectly with the other terminals through
the System/360.
Modems which may be used are the IBM

3976 model 3 and 3977 model 2 Datel 1
model 5 and Datel 7 facility 3 may also be
used by virtue of self-clocking option on
the BSCA.
The RPG-II telecommunications feature

allows the programmer to treat the BSCA
as just another I/O device. The programmer
completes a telecommunications speci ca♥
tions sheet and RPG-II does the rest. It
establishes the line connections, exchanges
identi cation sequences, transmits and
receives data and closes down the line.
The new adapter. with the necessary

expansion device on System/3 will rent for
£144 165 per month. Purchase price will be
£7,355.

The RPG-II teleprocessing capability is
an IBM program product which will be
available under licence at £14 125 per
month.
Customer delivery of the new BSCA is

planned to commence during the rst
quarter of I971.

Computers ill hospitals °

A general View of the Royal Marsden Hospital's new computer installation now
being used to aid radiotherapy planning.

used by the radiographer in setting up the
X-ray machines for treatment.

On a completely different scale are the
activities currently being organised by the
University of Essex and Guy's Hospital.
They have been working together to provide
what is claimed to be Britain's rst com-
puterised patient data retrieval system. The
pilot scheme will give the many doctors at
group practices in Thamesmead and Harlow,
instant real-time access to patients' medical
histories stored in the University☁s Honey-
well 516.
The terminals are Marconi-Elliott Video»

data 4000's. These will allow doctors to di5<
play existing data on patients on-screen
during consultation. In the course of the
examination, the doctor will be able to

update any of the information in the com♥
puter by typing in new symptoms, treatment
or prescriptions. through the terminal key-
board. In addition, each surgery will be
equipped with a teletype to be used by the
receptionist for appointments and prescrip-
lions.

Two recent announcements of computers in

hospital environmean illustrate opposite
ends of the applications spectrum. The rst,
an 8K twoatape PDPB at the Royal Mars»
den Hospital, Surrey, is performing a very
specialised service in the radiotherapy
planning department. The Royal Marsden
is one of the world☂s leading centres for the
treatment of cancer and allied diseases, and
the computer will be used to expedite the
plot-ting of treatment isotope curves hitherto
carried out by the radiation planning depart-
ment.

Scheduling a course of radiation treatment
calls for considerable skill and has always
been time-consuming. X-rays must be
directed to have maximum effect on the
diseased areas without damaging healthy
tissue; the duration and intensity of radi-
ation beams depend on the size of the
tumour and other factors. By using a
Teklronix tube to alter the various para-
meters, the plannets can arrive at an
optimum dose. at which point a hard copy
is output on a plotter. The nal plan is

 

Univac V CSI. mcrs tied into knots
Hackney Marshes. that delightful little
expanse of windswept open space in East
London that passes for a sportsground. was
the setting for one of the season☂s most
intriguing soccer matches on Friday. It
brought together two of the protagonists in
the famous LACES cargo handling punch»up
at Heathrow.

Defending the gas works end, nattily
attired in pea green, were Computer Sciences
International, the software winners. and
facing them at the skyscraper ats end were
the hardware losers Univac, resplendent in
varying shades of white. A capacity crowd
of 19, many of whom were Americans get♥
ting a late brie ng on the rules of British
football as distinct from their own rough-
house variety, waited eagerly for the referee
to begin the proceedings.

Unfortunately. however, a referee was the
one thing that the game did not have. But
this was swiftly remedied when a gallant

20

the score as 241 to CS]. With no oranges and
certainly no tactics to discuss both teams
changed straight around.

For some reason best known only to

themselves, Univac transformed their play

in the second half. Their program had clearly
been debugged and they were operating on-
line at full power. Poor CSl had no answer

to the strong running, clever play that the
whites now began to produce. With the
chants of ☁attack. attack Univac☁ ringing in

their ears. the hardware hardmen swept

down on the software side☁s goal.
After a great deal of pressure had been

absorbed the CS! defence eventually cracked

and Univac began to score at will. There
were two goals apiece from deadly twin

strikers Rick ☁The Cannon☁ Cannon and
Ron Harper. and a sixth was added by

Russell Telfer. the most fashionable man
a eld, in a see~through shirt and maxi

shorts, A triumph of revenge for Univac.

CSI supported was press♥ganged into service.
And after brief preliminaries the match
kicked off. It began scrappily with neither
side being able to gain ascendancy and the
rst quarter was very dull. There was general
agreement amongst the spectators that a
simulation using CSI software on a Univac
machine would have been much more
interesting.
The game desperately needed a goal to

spark it into life and that is what CSl centre-
forward Colin Underwood gaVe it After 20
minutes he planted a ne header past the
groping Univac keeper to put his side 1♥0
ahead. Their jubilation was short~lived. how♥
ever, as Univac retaliated in the nest pos-
sible style. George Lloyd won the ball in
a goal-mouth scramble and equalised.

But straight from the restart the greens
stormed back into :he lead to bring the
game close to boiling point☁ But no more
goals came before half♥time, which thus saw Dauwcek
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Big lll0lll l systems

beginning lll Government
A NEW REPORT FROM THE CIVIL senvicr:

DEPARTMENT reveals that personnel records
are being computerized, and automated

systems are already being devised to allow
management of individual depts to use per-

sonnel and pay records from a centralized

computer.

According to the new report, published

today (May 6), the use of computers in the

Civil Service is expanding rapidly each year

and the computer power in Government de-

partments has increased by 50 per cent per
annum over the last ve years
These facts as revealed are stated in the

rst report to Parliament of the Civil Ser-

vice Department. Figures show that 97
computers are in use for administrative
purposes and 90 for scienti c purposes. A
further 24 are on order for administration

and 52 for science.
The report says that the total number of

systems designers and programmers has in-
creased at a rate of over 25 per cent

annually during the past 1] years and at the

end of March 1969 was over 2200.
☜But the Civil Service faces, like outside

organizations, a shortage of ADP staff

trained to design the more complex com-
puter systems,☝ it goes on.

Help with courses

☜To help in overcoming recruitment and

training problems civil servants have been

given bursaries to take courses leading to

degrees on computing science. Departmental

training, using sandwich courses, was en-

couraged. Work is continuing on developing

methods of personnel selection and evalua-

tion of aptitude tests, and on ways of re»

ducing losses of trained programmers.☜

The report says that as departments' ADP

experience has increased the CSD has been

able to divert some effort from helping
them with the projects to greater concentra-

tion on long-range policy and planning

which cut across departmental boundaries

and to developing expertise in selected areas

to provide a consultancy service.
A CSD team, including a senior manage-

ment consultant, carried out a review of

plans for the future use of computers by

departments in order to establish the ADP
requirements of central government during

the next ten years. Their report provides

the basis on which the Government can

plan effectively for co♥orrlinating develop»

ment of systems and the recruitment, train~
ing and career management of the specialist
ADP personnel needed.
A group has been formed. states the re♥

port, to provide a pool of expertise to which

departments may turn to seek expert advice
on such subjects as bureau support. infor-
mation retrieval and data banks. data com-

munications including transmission input
and output devices, and advanced system

design including real<time and System
modelling.
The CSD monitors procurement of com»

puters and takes part in evaluating all major

tenders.
In collaboration Ministry ofwith the

Public Building and Works progress was

made on the (lCSlgn of a standard computer
building for the Civil Service.

The report points out that the CSD
helped in the planning of a large number of
departmental computer projects In the
autumn of 1969 about 135 projects were in
progress. Typical examples of the more
important are:

Police records

The Police National Record Scheme, in-
tended to make instant information avail-
able to all police forces via a national
communication network.
New real-time supply system for the RAF

which will have direct data transmission
links with depots and units.

Evaluating tenders for the most powerful
computer in the country to be used for
Weather forecasting by numerical methods.
A computer system costing over £3 mil-

lion for holding central records of driver
and vehicle licences at Swansea.
An ADP system for the Business Statistics

Of ce.
According to the report, existing personnel

 

records and procedurcs for collecting and
transmitting info☁nnation about staff do not
fully meet the needs of modern manage-
ment. Accordingly, a feasibility study was
carried out to determine whether it was
economically possible to utilize modern
computing and telecommunication tech-
niques to provide a new personnel informa-
tion system for the Civil Service. The rst
steps towards the implementation of such a
system are being taken.

Most pay accounts for non-industrial civil

servants are maintained by computer and
the aim is to complete the coverage and
associate with the pay records a limited
amount of additional personnel information.
This combined pay and personnel record,
standardized on a number of departmental
computers. will form a base from which
data will be transmitted to a central com-
puter which will make information imme-
diately available to the CSD without the
necessity of calling for periodic paper re-
turns. lndividual departments will also have
access to the information they need for staff
management.

REG ROBINSON

    

Wou d you sell
a used computer

l

His name is Parry Mitchell. his company is Boothe Computer

and they're on the look out for used hardware. Boothe are

interested in all IBM equipment. including peripherals

(especially 2311 disc drives), and also in certain other manu-

facturers'equipment. If you are thinking of replacement or

have anything to sell right now. why not get in touch with

Parry Mitchell ♥- he☂ll be happy to make you an offerl

BOOTHE COMPUTER (U.K.) LIMITED

12 Carlos Place - London W1Y 5A6 - Tel: 01-499 0651



let manager
ioins leusco

 

Leasco Systems and Research has appointed
Al Gabay. a specialist in computerized
management information systems. as man
ager of its Information Systems Division.

AI Gabay formed the Business Informa♥
tion Systems department at ICL. where he
was responsible for the development and

 

marketing of a wide range of information i
retrieval packages, indexing and cata-
Iogging. typesetting. and nancial systems.

CSI QEIS water iOIl
☜ If we make a hash of this contract our

name will stink in every town hall in
London." Peter Ward. marketing director of
Computer Systems International. made this ☁
comment about the recent order from the
Metropolitan Water Board for pre-deci-
malization re-programming of its weekly
payroll suite.

But he added that the company was en☁
tirely con dent of completing the contract
on time♥and up to schedule. Every London
borough is represented on the Metropolitan
Water Board, hence the comment.
The contract involves re»speei cation and

re-writing of the current 360. Mm com-
patible system. CSI will also implement its
modular hierarchical programming standards.
360 basic modular tester. and some
specialized Assembler software.
The £l5.000 job is scheduled for comple-

tion in November.

API INTERNATIONAL
I.☝ OKFURD STHEFT AND
Pill WARDOUII STREET
I'INDON WI 01 734 8222

t

Ioucne☂
Thank you for printing my letter, albeit
over my misread name.

Please explain your comment on com-
plaints about library services being ☜a poli-
tical issue." As a librarian (previously public.
now industrial) I welcome genuine com-

plaint. otherwise I have no 'feedback☁ for
☁dccision-making☁ (or whatever jargon the

computer world is wont to generate buzz-

wise).
Mr Jordan's query was not ☁information

retrival.☁ He asked from where he could
borrow a speci c book. You published
many speci c answers. although I suspect he
had never even contemplated them inthe rst
place. In fact. once he tried these sources
he should nd nocause for complaint. You
appear to assume that anyone complaining
about service must be trying to burn down
Parliament. and that boat-rockers are not
to be tolerated in this data-ordered society.

I am not sure that I like the [ltlllllt'tll
implication behind the heading you gave
my letter. seeing that politics can be read
into anything.

R D Gt☂t☂
[9 Raleigh Rut/Al

Richmond. Surrey

CuIComn takes a stand
I should like to point out an error in Dam~
I|'L☂t'l\' on April 8.

I would draw your attention to the photo-
graph on Page 14. The scene depicts the
CalComp stand at the Exhibition at Software
70 in which I am standing before our dis-
play talking to a charming group of col-

leagues from ITT.
I would never deprive I'I'I of the pleasure

of claiming the attractive foreground as
their☁s. but I should like to stake my claim
both to the Calcomp stand and my own
living self!

I W S Prawn
Mar/(cling Assistant

Calcomp Limited
Burgoine House
Hampton Wick

Kingston. Surrey

ldiion Erratum
With reference to your article under
the heading of 俉070 in Dunm☁rvk of
April 22. We would like to point out certain
defects in your comments on the IDIIOM

34d☜

 

8222 .

  

and would appreciate the insertion of a
correction in one of your forthcoming
issues.

Firstly the equipment is the IDIIOM and
not IDIION and it is not hooked up to a
Varian 620i. IDIIOM is a stand alone
systcm of which Varian is a part. It is being
manufactured in this country by Information
Displays International at Southampton and
the labels al xcd on this particular machine
were just Information Displays International
Limited instead of Information Displays
Incorporated.
With regard to your comments on another

Brand X product inside. there is another
mistake here in that the tape equipment was
not a DEC tape as you suggested but in
fact is a model CDGOI of the LINC tape
system. Its purpose was purely one of con♥
\cniencc and at the present moment is not
an integral part of the IDIIOM system. Al-
though it is available as an option.

It is appreciated that it is dif cult to en-
sure that the details of a speci cation are
correct in a very short summary and there-
fore wc hope that you can include a cor-
rection to this in your next issue.

L Rowland
Managing Director

Compugrnphicr International Limited
Alden/rot. Hunts

Sorry about the IDIIOM . . . some
IDIIOT misspelled it.
We have checked with Digital. who in-

form its that the CD60] of the LINC system
ix still exclusively 11 Digital Equipmcnt
Corporation Product, and was not acknow-

lt'rlgt'tl as such (ll CG70.~Ed.

WI'OII! Huuntbuhnhol
Cab-drivers may be nomadic but not to
the extent shown in the photograph accom-
panying your article. ☜Frankfurt cabbies get
it rst." The Hauptbahnhof at Frankfurt is
an all-too-familiar sight to the managers of
our company. and unless I am very much
mistaken the one you showed is over a
hundred miles away.
Come. Balance/(gin the past you have

shown the depth of your research (Sloan
Computer Bureau 1☂! at). so how did this
one slide through?

N B Hang/t
Projut Manager

14 Fz☂IIL'lIlerlI Avenue
London EC3

INTERNATIONAL

FOR IMMEDIATE COMPUTER PERSONNEL . . . AND YOUR OWN COMPANY☂S THEATRE AND INTERVIEWING ROOMS
PRE-ARRANGED . . .

....................DIALTHE"HOT LINE"......NOW.................
22
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J Kevin Overstall has been appointed senior
consultant with Attwood Auerbach Limited,
London. Kevin Overstall was previously
with Associated Industrial Consultants
Limited.

Data Recognition announce Brian F

Bradford as senior sales executive. Bradford
joins Data Recognition from IBM.

A new district manager for Raytheon

Company☁s Computer Operation in Santa

Ana. California is John W Bartlett. He will
be responsible for sales Of Raytheon Com-

puter☁s data logging and other peripheral
equipment and logic modules,

John Everest has been appointed computer

systems manager by lnterdato Limited of

Wembley. Everest was formerly a hybrid

systems specialist at the CEGB in London

on behalf of the EAL.

A director of operational research has been

appointed by London Transport. He is Dr

D A Quarmby who was seconded to the

Ministry of Transport in 1966.

Honeywell announces thtee new appoint-

ments: Director of production for their
Industrial Products group is Ken H
Urquhart who was previously production
manager for Honeywell's Computer opera-

tions. Urquhart replaces Alex Gordon who.
in turn, is taking up an assignment with the

automation company☁s industrial division in

the United States. Gerry Cregan becomes

eld marketing support manager and Jack

Clarke managing support manager for the
southern region. Gregan joined Honeywell

in 1965 and Clarke in 1963-

Burroughs Machines have opened a demon-
stration and service branch in Coventry. The
region has been served for the past two
years from the company's Midland HQ tn
Birmingham but continued expansion of
local industry and commerce has created
the need for a more de nEd and comprt☂r

hensive service. Burroughs has supplied a
range of computing equipment in this sales
region which includes Warwick, Rugby.
Leamington and Stratfordt Customers in-
elude the Reliant Motor Company, Tam-

worth, Benfords of WarwiCk and the Rugby
and Warwick Building SoCiety.

Oldham 8; Son Limited will take delivery of
a Honeywell 110 computer at its DEMO"
head of ce and manufacturing centre in

September. The installation is worth {55.000}
The con guration will comPTiSe a central
prDCessor with 12K store four magnetic tape
units. a line printer and card reader.

Precision Air Control has just completed and
commissioned a comprehensive controlled

environment computer area for Electrosila
at Leningrad. The installation is for a com-
plete turbine test base and the [CL 1903A
will be used in tandem with a Ferranti
Argus for processing data from turbines
under test. This is the rst Western com-
puter sold in the USSR to an industrial
user rather than for government use, The
order is valued at £25,000.

NEWS
Addo Limited announce that their new elec-
tronic calculator, the Ten/3 Mark 11 has

been reduced in price from £360 to £320

The Gliksten Group has placed an order
valued at over £47.000 with Philips Electro-
lugica Limited for a Data 8000 visible
record computer, two P352 ol ce computers.
together with allied peripherals, which will
provide part of Gliksten's EDP require-
ments. Delivery of this order will commence
early in October of this year.

The Netherlands Bank of South Africa has
ordered a Burroughs B 3500 on-linc com-
puter system, The system is scheduled to
come on-line in the second half of 1970, and
will provide immediate information on
current account, investments and automatic
service work for customers such as wages
or stock controls.

Sanders Associates Inc has been awarded a
$4,229,488 US Navy contract for classi ed
electronic components. The contract was
processed for the Naval Electronic Supply
Office by the Defense Contract Administra♥
tion Services Office.

Diary
The Leeds and Shef eld Branches of the
BCS are holding a joint open-day exhibition
of compttter applications at St Chad's Hull,
Leeds on June 8 and at Hallam Towers
Hotel, Shef eld on June 91 The exhibition
will be open from 2.30 pm to 8 pm on
both days,

Bis Training courses: May 18♥22, Basie
Business Systems Analysis to be held at the
New Imperial Hotel, Brighton, Sussex and
on May 27~28 Communications and Real
Time Systems at the Rembrandt Hotel.
Thurloe Place, SW7,

New Products
An automatic owcharting package for [CL
1900 Plan programs is now available from
J Harwell Data Processing Limited. De-
signed and produced by their own team of
software programmers the package is being
utilized by several lCL installations to help

document customers☂ existing Plan programs

and also to aid the development of new
programs. Source programs may be input in
standard format from cards. paper tape,
magnetic tape, cassette tape, EDS or twin
disk store. After the title page, a full pro-
gram listing or data listing only may be
output if required. A cross reference listing
is then given for all branches and all sub-
routines showing label names, if any. one
names and position both in the source list♥
ing and in the owchart. Single segments,
whole programs or a batch of programs can
be owcharted in any run.

Raytheon Company☂s Semiconductor Divi-
sion has introduced a retriggerable mono-
stable multivibrator with a wide range of
applications in delay pulse generators and
similar circuits. Notable features of the cir-
cuit are high-speed operation (it has a
repitition rate greater than 10 megahertz),
complementary DC-level-sensitive inputs,
and optional re-triggering lockout capability.
The device provides an output pulse width
that can be predetermined accurately over
the range from 50 nano-seconds to in nity
by use of an external resistor and capacitor.
it has four DC»level-sensitive inputs; two
are active-level High and two are active-
level Low. The RF 9601 and RF 8601 will
respond to trigger inputs when in their active
timing state and time themselves or from
the last input pulse received. Applications
include delay pulse generators, long delay
timers, pulse absence detectors, frequency
division, digital low pass lters, FM de♥
modulators. and astable multivibrators.

0n the Royal Line

Old King Cole
was acanny old will.
and a shrewd tycoon was he.
a prompt trouble♥shooter,
he hired a computer.
complete with peripherals three.

0100

Little Jack Harrier
rat in a corner
testing a programme out.
but his data was trash.
and Ihe print-out such hash.
that his project went up the spout.

Loggerheads

Jack Sprat computed on his thumbse
his Wife, intuitively:
so he preferred the digital♥
rhe analogue style she

ABACUS  



Beckman9 Instruments Limited

The Data Processing Department requires an experienced

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
to augment a small team currently being formed to prepare for
the installation of the company☂s rst computer.

Applicants should bein the age range of 20«25 years and be
educated to ☜A☝ level standard. They should have at least 2 years☁
programming experience on I.C.L. 1900 Series Computers, de nitely
in COBOL and preferably also in PLAN. Most important is
experience of direct access devices using index sequential.

The successful candidate will be responsible for the programming
section and its development including assisting trainees. The
ability to work to standards is essential as is the ability to work
with the minimum of supervision, There are good working con♥
ditions including 3 weeks☁ holidays after one year☂s service and
a non-contributory pension and life assurance.

Please apply giving brief details to:

Employee Relations Manager.

Beckman Instruments Ltd.,

Glenrothes, Fife.

HIGH (GRADE
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS

£3,000

An international client who will soon be spending
over £1,000,000 a year on E.D,P. facilities, requires
three high grade systems analysts to start on the next
stage oi development.

Basic requirements are

it? Four years' EDP, experience with
at least one year as a senior systems
analyst

is To have completed implementau'on of
at least one major project

at? Experience of using magnetic disc les

#6 The ability todiscuss requirements
with and explain proposals to users and
to ensure smooth implementan☂on
of agreed systems.

Erie! but comprehensive details of
your career should be sent to
☁MD755 , Executive Selection Division.
Cooper Brothers & C0,, Abacus House,
Gutter Lane, London EC2, stating any
rms to which you do not wish your application

to be passed. Strict con dence will be observed.

   

A leading Company based in London and the North West, a member of a large International Group engaged
in sophisticated Communication Systems, requires the following personnel to implement recent rapid expansion
and further planned development of their IBM 360 installation which includes Models 40, 50 and 65.
Candidates seeking to advance their careers in all aspects of modern computer technology, will enjoy excellent
starting salaries and generous fringe bene ts.

SENIOR ANALYSTS
£2,500 ♥ £3,000
With 2 years☂ systems experience and a sound programming
background.

PROGRAMMERS
£|,800 ♥ £2,250
A minimum of l year's experience using COBOL and PLI.

SYSTEMS AND APPLICATION
PROGRAMMERS
£2,000 - £2,500
Systems programmers should be software oriented. Application
programmers, preferably with engineering or mathematical
experience. must have FORTRAN while COBOL would be
advantageous.

SENIOR OPERATORS
£l,500 + shift allowance.
Aged between IE and 22 and used to IBM 360♥40/50 and 65,
operating under 05.

SHIFT CONTROLLERS

£2,000 approx.
Experienced men capable of controlling and scheduling opera-
tions.

CONTROL CLERKS
£l,200 ♥ H.400
Applicants who feel that they match any of the abave requirements
should arrange for an immediate con dential interview to discuss
further details,

Write or telephone today and ask for Bill Gudgin

O I -837 6444

(monogemeni consultants) Ld.
Personnel House, 272 Pento ville Road, London N1  

Dnmwcck
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Dam u out 

Software experience
from the inside

A certain type of programmer feels there's
something missing in common or garden
programming. Having got all the satisfaction you
can from straightforward writing of programs, you
want a job with more freedom to use your undoubted
extra talents.

Thisjob software support doesn't suit
everybody, You need diplomacy, resilience, a
bloodhound instinct for fault- nding, and the
ability to inform without seeming toteach from on high.

Helping our customers all over the world to get
the best out ofthe only really significant, original,
largeescale software output in the country, you☁ll
become a wise expert indeed.

Interfacing between software writers and systems
engineers through lectures, documents, manuals,
correspondence, telephone and Telex you'll gain
invaluable experience of manutaeturt resol☁tware
from the inside.

Just about everybody you'll deal with will
know what they're talking about, and you☂ll be
expected to l<nowjust as much and more, Two
years' 1900 experience is ideal. Eighteen months will
do, and we're still prepared to talk if your experience
Is not on 1900 but you're obyiously going to make
a very good soitn are supporter.

Locations: mostly l☂utney, but we need a few
ofyou in Reading. Salary: up to £2500, depending
on background, experience and quali cations.

Please write or telephone quoting reference
DWJSOS. to:
W. D. (lamidge, International Computers L1Ll.,
Lily Hill House, Lily Hill Road, Bracknell.
Berks.RG12 25]. Tel: 0344 20011

International Computers
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Senior Systems Analysts .
INTERNATIONAL

to J俉2,700 +
With at; least 2 years☂ minimum experience, having (lesigncd and

implemented at least one system, are eligible to apply. Each man IS I☁CSEOH☁
sible for the production of fully detailed system and program speci catlons
for a project and for leading and coordinating team assigllmcnts- A PTO"
gramming background, but essentially the capability to work directly With

management at all stages is desired. This position includes top prospects, top

salary and 0 weeks☂ paidholiday. 'l☁el: 01♥734 8222 Ref. BIA/50☁
    

   
             
       

  
     

 

       

     
   

  
Chief Programmer, Executive

to {3,200+
YOU will be directly responsible for all programming activity in

the Computer Group. Experience in 300 programming under DOS. using

COBOL and BAL is essential and must be evidenced by the previous imple-

mentation of some major project. You will assist in the areas of. feasibility

studies, investigation and project implementation, supervisi☁ [H'Ugl'ummillg
teams, give guidance on programming technique and participate in training.
with responsibility for the operating system. The salary, respmlslbilitivs and
6 weeks☂ paid holiday indicate an important opportunity to those quali ed

and available now, Tel: 01~73~t 8222. Ref: BL/51.

  
Our client is Suburban and London based and is introducing nen

IBM hardware and peripheral equipment in a progre ivt☁ (☁II\☁iI'UlillIl'II(.

preparing for implementation of exciting commercial applications which are

expected to forge new ground in providing highly advanced management
information sys an \Vorking conditions, management skill and leadership

are rst class. Excellent opportunity for the sound businessman looking for

future growth in line with capacity.

API INTERNATIONAL 133 OXFORD STREET

 

  

  01-734 8222    W1

 

Hambros

International Merchant Bankers

SYSTEMS ANALYST £i2250♥f3000
Our 1903 and 1902A may not be the biggest computers in the City
but theymust be amongstthe most versatile. Asa leading International
Merchant Banking Group, the demands we make ☁ 1 them are pretty

great Current projects include portfolio valuations, sterling banking,

foreign exchange dealing and our unit trust work.

To keep up with the Group's expansion and diversification, we have a

number of interesting projects in the pipeline, and we are at the early
planning stage for an on♥Iine system. Want to join us? If you have

two years☂ systems analysis experience (and a degree preferably) and
would like to talk about putting it to work at Hambros, telephone me

now, or write if you'd rather.

F. Bithell, Systems Manager,
Hambros Bank, 41 Bishopsgate,

London E.C.2. (Tel: 588 2851 ext. 445)

BRIGHTON POLYTEONNIG

COMPUTER CENTRE

CHIEF SOFTWARE PROGRAMMER

(£1,870 ♥ £2,445) sot/2

SENIOR PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

(£1,800 ♥ £2,015) APV

SHIFT LEADER

(£1,345 ♥ £1 ,575) 75

Th: Centre overturn ICL wuss. IBM
mm and IBM mo compulen, This zibm'c
pnsl» ☜in hl: primarin com-mica ☜ah
Ihe 19052 computer.
The sorting salary mu he in accordance
with cxperlcnce and uuali cuiinns,
Furlher pnrliuulur: unu application rrrrm
(rciurnrrbie by 13m May) rmm The
Ragiatrur. Brighlnn Polytechnic. Mnulse-
eooinh. Brighton. BN2 401.

APPOINTMENTS

AND SERVICES

ADVERTISEMENT

RATES

£10 per single column
inch

£1 per line (lineage)

(£7. 10. 0 per s.c.i.

Appointments
Wanted)

5/- Box Number

DISCOUNT

5% for 7 insertions

10% for 13 insertions

15% for 26 insertions

2 ☁31, for 52 insertions

Dameck
r. 5 7a
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THE Cl'lY LlNl\|RSl'lY

SYSTEMS ANALYST/

PROGRAMMER

'un» m ☜Wiluli for mu pm or
Admin lion Systems (\nl1lysl to [he

Unite-nit Tut- succuvl'ul Llppllc☁tml should
htm: c\purience ni☂l .L, [900 \L'flcs cm☜-

puler , u knoulcdgc ul☂ COBOL and in

be- employed on conilucrt☂ml prUjLL
prL-ic☁ bly in an accounting environment.

  

 

Appl☁

 

   

 

This is an interesting position involving the
:idzlpltllion ot' utlministrtlllxu Lind .iecuun-
ting procedures to u HOS computer uilh
strong technical bucking. The pun will
L☁Vcntually laud l0 unrk ol' :1 Mdcr ludi-

nologicul natural The salary hill be nugov
liubh: ☜ithln the mug: £2,000 to _,,00 p. ,

  

App! ons should be addressed (0 the
Secretary. Room AJI7. The City Unixcr-
my. St. John sum. London E.C.I.

 

At least 1 year☂s experience of Basic Assembler

Language. Knowledge of 1400 Autocoder an

additional advantage.

[PRCQGRAMMERS
l.B,ll. 560

Generous

annual leave

up to

£2,280 p.a.

. +
Voluntary, paid

overtime
Apply to:- (Quote ref. DW/S)
The Establishment Of cer,
Metropolitan Water Board,
New River Head, Rosebery Avenue, E.(☁.l.

COMPUTER OPERATORS
lCL l902/32K, 6 tapes. cards..

. Excellent conditions

. Housingavailable.

. Removal expenses

Telephone now

l23/l24 The Stow.
Harlow,

Essex.

 

Programmer

Senior Programmer

Systems Analyst
A Systems Analyst with experience in commercial applica-

tions, preferably on an ICL computer,

Programmer
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(reverse charges) Kelshal 2|3 or
write to Kasad Computer Services Ltd..

cocanot...coon-unco-oooooooounce-cocoon...

Senior Programmer
Systems Analyst

Our client is part of a well♥known national company
engaged in the manufacture of consumer and industrial
products, with afactory situated in an unusually pleasant
part of the Yorkshire countryside An [CL 1902 computer is
scheduled for installation in early 1971.

The following vacancies exist:

An experienced Senior Programmer in ICL COBOL and
PLAN. He must be fully conversant with ICL software
and have wide systems experiences

The intention is to promote the successful candidate to
Chief Programmer as the computer team builds up.

A Programmer with experience in [CL COBOL.

All positions offer good salaries and the opportunity for

advancement, both within the operating unit itself and the

parent company as a whole, where the growth of computer
systems is increasing at a high rate.

Replies will be forwarded direct unopened am! in con dence to

llIE client unless addressed to our Security Manager listing

companies to which they may not be rent,
('ulrt rehwtsive career details, not refer to previous correspondent-e

wit/1 PA. quote the reference on the envelope ant! be sen! m:

P.A. Advertising Ltd,
St. James's House. Charlotte Street,
Manchester Ml 4DZ. Te|.: 061-237 4531. 

  

 

Biscuits
need

Programmers.
We need programmers with minds to match
our computing powerforth91970☁s.
Salary about £2,000 per annum.

2 x 128K, 360/40, 2 x 2314 plus 58 x 2740☂s
Ferranti Argus 400, Honeywell DDP 516, IBM 1130
2260☁s on-line Sales Ledger interrogation

for TP Order Entry System, Process Control,
Automated Stock Control.

Applicants must have at least 2 years☁ experience,
including 360BALl

Application forms from:
-Mr. R. B. Ayers, Office Personnel Manager,
United Biscuits Limited, Binns Road,
Liverpool L7 9N6. Tel : 051 -228 4828 lleverse charges).

 

(Ref. D9049/DW)

They should illL'llll/L☂
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  Britain☂s
fastest growing
Time Sharing
Service
Leasco Response Limited☁s time sharing systems now bring
computing services within reach of all companies and enabIES
every technologist and manager to use ourpowerful compulels-
Expansion has now provided more opportunities for peo le 0☁
proven ability to apply theirexperience to important new areas of

  

Management Consultants
in Human Resources
17 Stratton Street London W1MEI.

Development Manager
Systems and Controls
about £3000

Midlands
The company is the newly-formed R and D subsidiary ofa
British textile machinery group with 2500 employees and a

turnover of £11 million The man appointed will be

 

development in applications soitware.

We require professional computer staff with experience in any of
the following areas.

Management accounting
and cost control

Financial accounting

Stock Control

Production Control

experience.

Please write or telephone for Application Form:

Leaseo Response Ltd., 197 Knightsbridge, London S.W.7.
Tel: 01 -589 4577 Ext. 57.
Outside working hours Tel: 01 -467 0713.

LEASCO
    

IME SHARING

☁ Project Management

l investment Appraisal

☁ Scientific and Engineering
Programming

> Linear Programming

Salaries will be negotiated up to £2,500 depending upon

Response

   

 

   
   
  

  

   

  

 

responsible to the Chief Executive and will be concerned
primarily with the development of control systems for volume

production knitting machinery andwith the provision of
specialist services in this area throughout the group.

Candidates, under 40, should be graduates in electronics,

electrical engineering or another relevant discipline, with

R and D experience including the management of electronic

control systems projects from inception to completion.

Experience in textile machinery, machine tools or process

automation and knowledge of digital techniques, would be

useful. Car provided; re-location assistance.

I. D. Boyle reference KF.1290.

 

  

 

The MSL Consultant has analysed this appointment

Further Hformation will be sent If you provide your name and
address by telephonth 014329 1544 or writing to the consultant
Quoting 'llL☜ reference Your enouuy w.☝ be m confidence

  

D.P. IN NEW ZEALAND

 

BET
Based in Wellington, 3 newlyiormed

container shipping company is designing its

management structure to make best use of a

computerfacilityin administration and

control ofthe operation. The company is

closely linked with Associated Container

Transportation, the highly successful British

consortium which pioneered the use of

computersinthisfield.

Conditions of employment for these

permanent appointments will include

relocation expenses.

Please write or telephone for an application

form to Michael Williams, Urwick Dynamics

Limited, St, Andrew's House, 40 Broadway.
London S. W. 7, (telephone 0 I -839 2487)

quoting the appropriate reference.

D.P. MANAGER
Up to £4,500 (c NZ$9,600)
Data Processing Manager, who will report

to the General Manager, and will advise

management on the formation of the

business systems of the company. He will
control the design, implementation and

operation of the data processing systems.

The man appointed will have had extensive

systems design experience in a senior

capacity and the knowledge and ability to

control a major commercial DtP. Project.
(Ref. 404/D).

SYSTEMS MANAGER
Up to £3,500 (0 NZ$7,500)
Systems Manager, who will report directly

to the D.P. Manager and will be responsible

for all systems and programming work.

He must have a programming background

and at least 2 years' experience as a systems

analyst. (Ref. 405/D).

w UI'WIck Dynam. S 40 Broadway, lorrdarr SW1 

LONDON BOROUGH OF

HOUNSLOW

Islcworth Polytechnic

London Road, lsleworth

Middx

Applications are invited for the
following posts which become
vacant on September 1, 1970

LECTURER GRADE II and

LECTURER GRADE I in

COMPUTER STUDIES

A lecturer in Computer Studies
required to assist with the organisa»

tion and teaching of full-time and

parHimc computer courses to

intermediate level (C & G 319).

Applicants should have appropri-

ate qualifications and relevant

industrial or teaching experience.

SALARIES:

Lccturcr Gadel £l,l95♥£Z,l65

Lecturer Grade II £l,9127£2,502

ACCORDING TO QUALIFICA~

TIONS AND EXPERIENCE.

Further details and application

forms may be obtained from the

Principal. to whom completed
applications must be returned by

May 13, 1970.

Dorm-reek
p.510
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Are you one of
the 50 new eople MDS

are looking for?
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New MDS ranges of sophisticated computer peripheral systems
(the diagram shows iust one example) require added sales strength and technical back-up
Only five years after MDS pioneered direct entry on to magnetic

tape and introduced the first ever keyed data recorder, over

30,000 such units are now in use throughout the world.

But today MDS leadership extends far beyond the field of Simple

data entry. The company has developed a succession of

advanced new peripheral system; (including communications

terminals. line printers, card punches and readers, paper tape

punches and readers and media conversion units as well as the

basic ranges of data recorders) which increase the scope and

raise the capability and cost effectiveness of MDS data

processing techniques,

Such sophisticated systems require fortlteirsuccessfulmarketing

top class sales and technical personnel.

Exciting opportunities in this growth organisation (from zero to

£40 million per. turnover in five years) exist in the following

categories:

SALES
EXECUTIVES

s earnings potential in excess of
[5000
Applicants must he over 28 years of
age wrtn a :corri or successlul sell-
ingrnine data plocessmg field.
The successful candidates will like
the idea oiioming one at tire iizgnest
qualitietl teams 01 Sales Executives
in the country. They Will rcl☁sll llit:
challenges and(Ioniandsofsellintlln
the EDP liuld. Arid Illey writhave the
conlidenca and capacny to earn in
excess 0i£5,000 p.a

 

necessary appetite for (acliiliig a

OEM SALES
ENGINEERS

~ basic [3000 plus commission
Firslrclass utM Salas Engineers are
requircdtoliandlotnn sale otsoanis-
ticatcd peripnryrl equipment to
tumouier nitiiiolacttirers and other
(lectronzc etitripirmrilusers
Arml-c irts lnr these ☁mpmtam DOSl'
lions niust ilrWO (I (lWr☁iimSlldbly
:ucccsrirri silos. w and r. [loot]
lncltr☁iczzl Diclu JUIlii ill C☁cLl'd,☂
irreciinnirri itluip☁lmlll iiiey iiiust
ho capanir. at r: lit] a iiign r0lil~
l☂rvrtcinil☁ntl llyl comm ssion mid
lave tii-i [Illrll tic necessary to meet
acnaiicniiii l ion in asuccesslul and
srowmg company

CUSTOMER
ENGINEERS

Arr/arrive salary according to age and
experience.
Substantial strengthening nl Customer
Engineer representation throughout the
UK is Currently ln hand and up to so
new appointments are now required to
smug:- many areas ol the country and to
maintain arirl tlcvnlop lilC company☂s
lulallulis wrtii arrl rasponsib☁ilrtios to its

many customers. These are important
l)l}5lll()ll5 ttrtrunirit (essentially. experi-
eiice lll solid state CleCI'OnlC lOgIC Cir☜

mitts, magnetic tape units, printersetc,

SALES SUPPORT SPECIALISTS
[2000 pm; by negollallon.
timer men or Women experienced in tiasirrinnn strltware or hardware

systems may apply, For tire right people there are excellent prospects lor

advancement in marketing and sales CllVItICS.

WHAT YOU SHOULD DO TO APPLY
liyou believe you possess the llghl Oxpclitnzrjc and the

derrtamliirr) vet rewardinrr
job telephone (reverse char-3C calls accepted) Mr /\ t. Hatiick
at 01 4586 5025 or 017686 7626. Or Write giving details of age

and career history lo the address opposite:

TECH. SUPPORT
ENGINEERS

[2000 plus by [regal/arion.
High-calibre engineers. experienced
in development or held engineering,
required to asset sales teams With
the technical problems oi advanced
peripheralsystems.
Opportunities for these important
pnsrtions exist both lll llie Ulillcd
Kingdom alltl in Cologne, Gelllldlly
(working knowledge 0! GCllltJll
essential). Applicants must be cop-
able ol earning a nigh commencing
salary and must have the capacity for
mtzL☁llrIg the challenges of a fast-
growing organisation.

MDS♥DAI'A PROCESSING LTD .
PRUDENTIAL HOUSE. WELLESLEY ROAD.
CROYDON CR9 3LD, SURREY

  



COMPUTING

 

CITY OF LEICESTER

TOWN CLERK☂S
MANAGEMENT SERVICES

BRANCH

COMPUTER

SERVICES MANAGER

The City Council has a System
4/30 installation with a total sta ☁
of over 40. A Computer Services
Manager is required to take charge
of this, to develop its use and to
provide an e ☁ective service to the
management of all departments.
He will formulate long-term plans,
including equipment expansion,
and will be responsible for advising
on potential areas of application.
This post calls for a dynamic and
enthusiastic leader with a thorough
knowledge of all aspects of com-
puter use and of business organis-
ation and activity, preferably in
local government. An appropriate

Programmer (Operating Systems)

A large international company with an IBM/360 Model 40. and Model 30
require a systems programmer with two years software programming
experience (although good Assembler programmers wishing to move into
system software will be considered) and a thorough understanding ofDOS.
Knowledge of COBOL would be an advantage The man appointed will have
the potential to understudy the present software team leader \vitha view
to becoming leader himself in the future. The Company is a leading D.P.
user and career prospects within the Management Services Division are
exceptional. Generous removal expenses will be paid. Ref, DW 1777

c. £2000

To apply telephone 0143395155 (24 hours) or write to ASAP. 11 Waterloo Place.
London, S. W.l. Nothing will be disclosed to our clients without your permission.

ASAP LIMITED - LONDON ☁ BIRMINGHAM - MANCHESTER

 

IIIIIIIIIGEIIIEIIT OF [OIIIPIITER SIIHOOl
Our Client, a company pre-eminent in the
educational eld, wishes to appoint a person to
direct its recently established Computer
Training School in London.

This is an appointment demanding exceptional
personal qualities and a unique blend of
academic achievement, technical expertise and
highly developed business marketing and sales
sense.

The school's growth is expected to be rapid
and prospects for a man with the ability to
develop this growth are virtually unlimited.
Salary is negotiable with generous additional
bene ts which include company car. pension
and life assurance schemes. assistance with
removal expenseswhere appropriate.

quali cation or degree is essential
and applicants should be over 35.
Salary scale 13.0.2 (£2,990♥E3,375).
Sta housing or lodging allow-
ance, and assistance with removal

and disturbance expenses. Appli-
cation form and further details
from Town Clerk, Town Hall,
Leicester, LE1 986 (Tel. Leie
29823, ext. 34), returnable by

//////////I 7////////////
Th ☁td t th' ' l l y ☂g
ci ie l:§"poi l☂§l"wiii bfwho'i, lizé'éisilié gAK ADVERTISING

81h May, 1970.

for the autonomous operation of the School. WWW W/W/
Academically, he should hold a University
Degree; technically, he should have extensive
practical experience of computer programming
and systems analysis.

Write with full personal and career details to
Position No. CBM 2437. Austin Knight Limited.
London WIA IDS.

 

Advanced
display systems
Sanders Associates Inc.. a world leader in the
development and application of Displays, o ers Analysts
and Programmers a unique opportunity to move inlotlie
eld ofieleprocessing systems based on☂V.D.U☂s.
We are expanding and we requn'e Systems Engineers

wilh a deSire to Widen lheir experience of this
increasuigly important area and Willi a thorough
knowledge of assembly language programming. They
will be involved in a number of challenging proyetls
and their responsibilities range from initial de5ign to
implementation.
We would like to hear from graduates Willi we or more

years' experience of 360 or 1900, particularly With
some background in real~tirne systems; but if you have
other experience which you think is relevant,
please Contact us.

Starting salaries up to £3,500 Will be negotiated.

Please write orielephone to:
C. I. Cowan, Systems Manager,
Sanders Associates Inc..
Bury Mead Road, Hitchin, Herts.
Telephone: Hitehin 51185.

   

DATA PROCESSING MANAGER
OUR CLIENT are a company engaged in manufacturing and

wish to appoint a data processing manager (or their 360/20 com-

puter.

THE APPOINTMENT carries with it responsibilities for

completing the conversion oi existing card systems to disc, the

development and implementation of comprehensive installation

standards, the supervision of staff development and planning of

iurther appliations within the company.

APPLICANTS should have a minimum of three years' experi-

ence as a proiect leader or senior analyst at a computer instal-

lation with magnetic le and are likely to be earning in the region

of £2,500 per annum at present.

THE POSITION will provide the successful candidate with

the opportunity of putting into practice his total experience of

data processing and enable him to participate in the development

of an integrated system to assist the company☁s expansion plans.

Applications setting out both academic and business career

development should be addressed to

T. E. McGOVERN.
SYSTEMS DYNAMICS LIMITED.

62 NORTHUMBERLAND ROAD,

BALLSBRIDGE.

DUBLIN 4,
IRELAND    Dntawcck

6.5 no JA

9.i 



   
   

  

      

  
   

  

     

    
  

 

V MULTIPROGRAMMING OPPORTUNITIESPROGRAMMER]
ANALYST

A Male Programmer/Analyst

with a minimum of 12 months'

programming experience is

required for an ICL 1902

installation with casette tapes.

A knowledge of PLAN and

tapes is essential.

Our client is a dynamic and experienced Computer Bureau located in the Croydon area
using a HONEYWELL 1250 system with Discs and Tapes. Within a year they will be
moving into MULTIPROGRAMMING, The expansion plans are extensive, providing two
exciting systems opportunities. The successful applicants will be ambitious, seeking great
job satisfaction and a clear cut careerpath. A continuous programme of training is in
operation which will develop future potential, particularly in multiprogramming areas.

SYSTEMS DESIGNER to £2,600
With imagination and experience preferably with a commercial systems background,
and with the ambition to lead a project team. Keenness to develop career into MULTI-
PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS will be of considerable interest.

PROGRAMMER T0
GROSS THE LINE to £1,800
The position as Systems Analyst offers outstanding potential for a mature programmer

who is systems minded rather than hardware orientated. As the installation moves towards
multiprogramming systems there will be further opportunities for advancement,

Initially the duties will be

primarily programming trans»

ferring existing Punch Card

numbers to tape, but we are

looking for someone, keen to

move into systems, who will

be capableofassumingrespon-

sibility for new projects in the

future. Apply to The Secretary,

Herbert Terry Er Sons Ltd,

Ipsley Street, Redditch, Worcs.

Phone Redditch 64261.

 

DATA PROCESSING STAFF CONSULTANTS LIMITED

, CROWN HOUSE, MORDEN, SURREY. 01-540 7172
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London Boroughs' Joint Computer
Committee

SENIOR SYSTEMS ANALYST
UP TO £2,500

The Joint Committee is a local authority set up to
provide computer facilities for the London Boroughs
of Bexley, Greenwich and Southwark.
An ICL System 4/70 will be installed at Greenwich
in June 1971 to replace the existing LEO Ill.

Planned hardware and software enhancements will
provide on-line information retrieval and subsequent

 

  
SystemsAnalyst

CORNWALL

Do you like the idea of a challenging and rewarding

job framed in the beautiful coastline of Cornwall .7 ~

    

    

 parawcck
I: 5.70

You do? Then join Holman Brothers Limited,

members of the International Compressed Air

Corporation Limited.

HARDWARE System/360 model 30

SOFTWARE IBM Disk Operating System

llVEWARE A young and enthusiastic team of

Analysts and Programmers.

We have achieved a lot in the past four years but
expansion now opens the door for you to come in. In
your first project you will have full responsibility for
designing and implementing a sales administration/

stock control system for a newly formed Spares
Division.

A competitive salary will be paid and major benefits

include 4 weeks paid holiday, free life assurance,
contributory superannuation scheme, assistance
with removal expenses.

If you have relevant Analyst experience Holman
preceded by some programming ♥

write to:

Roy Hill,
D.P. Manager,

Holman Brothers Limited, a» e
Camborne, Cornwall.

Telephone Camborne 2750. AA A caMpAIn COMPANY

  

real time processing facilities in all user departments.

An ADDITIONAL SENIOR SYSTEMS
ANALYST is required to assist in the redesign of
existing applications and the planning of new
applications to achieve the planned objectives.

Salary range £1,960♥£2,535 per annum.

Applicants should be trained analysts, preferably
with Local Government experience.

Application forms from Computer Manager,
John Humphries House, Stockwell Street,
Greenwich, S.E.1O (Tel. 01-858-7041) to he
I'Eturned by 11th May, 1970.

FOR I08 SATISFACTION
Come to Argus Appomtments. Many professronals do.
DISCUSS your luture With one of our qualified stall: we can
otler you a wtde range of SenlOi posts between £2000 and
E5000, or lllmol positions let those with potential. Years of
successful computer personnel selection have earned us
the confidence of leading organisations In the UK and

Europe.
Please phone, call or return this, and let us do the rest.

NAME

ADDRESS

zxezmwrs , YEARS snoef☁i oe" SYSTEMS own

ARGUS APPOINTMENTS
. Specialist Contputer'Personnel Appointments Service

31Kingly Street, London W1. 01-734 9767 (24 hours)   



AIIIIIYSIS & PIOQIIIIIIIIIBIS
We have a wide selection of vacancies for experienced staff at all levels. salaries
to £3,000

0 Local Interviews♥National
Coverage _ _

0 Completely con dential service.

0 Free Career Advice for
. Applicants.
. Highest Ethical standards.

Telephone those maior branches:
BRISTOL 0172-248☜ for West Country and South Wales

BIRMINGHAM (HI-643 96☜ (IO Iinos) Midlands

LONDON OI-886 91M (or London and South.

SOUTHAMPTON 0703-2545 South West.

CHELTENHAM 0242-24I07 West Midlands.

or write to Hio.. LCC, GROSVENOR HOUSE. I4 BENNETTS HILL. BIRMINGHAM 2.
quoting Re owIz,

Lawden Computer Consultancy Ltd
Branches throughout the United Kingdom
at any of your 30 local Lawden Employ-

ment offices.

Kienzle has doubled in size
and trebled in
sales volume in the UK.
in the last two years.

So now we need
more Visible
Record Computer
Programmers
The job: based at London (Hammersmith).

Birmingham, Manchester or Bristol, they will pro-
gram. debug and sometimes demonstrate Kienzle
System 800 programs.
The future: in due course these programmers

will move on to the new Kienzle System 6000 and
opportunities for employment as Systems Analysts
will occur in the future.
The man: 0 Level standard with a minimum

of six months experience of machine code pro-
gramming on a visible record computer.
Terms: up to £1,600 per annum plus luncheon

vouchers.

Phone Miss Watson 01229 9483 (reverse charge)
or write to:
Kienzle Data Systems Ltd.,
202 Kcnsington Church Street,
London W.8. KIENZLE

  

LONDON BOROUGHS' JOINT COMPUTER COMMITTEE

COMPUIER OPERATORS (MAIE)
required for large LEO I|l installation at Greenwich, S.E.|0.
Three-shilt, 5-day rotating system to cover working week of 37*
hours. First-class conditions, Operators will be trained for
System 4♥70 tale-processing systems. Salary. subject to
experience. within Scale £|,0IO to £l,435 per annum plus
I5°/° shift allowance on basic pay.

Application forms from the Computer Manager, john Humphries
House, Stackwell Street, Greenwich. S.E.I0.

  S
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COUNTY OF LANARK

COMPUTER STAFF

Applications are invited from suitably quali ed persons for two
posts of:

SENIOR PROGRAMMER
Salary Scale♥A & P 'F'♥£1,940♥£Z,1 85

in the Treasurer's Department, County Buildings, Hamilton.

The successful candidates will be required to lead a team in the
programming and development of applications using an IBM 360/30
Tape/Disk system.

Programs for Payrolls. nancial ledger. costing, valualion, rating,
highways design are fully operational and assistance is also being
given to other departments, cig, Housing and Planning. In the
immediate future programming will commence for Pro erty
Revaluation and also for decimalisation, The extension oiP the
computer service to other departments of the County Council will
continue and will provide an opportunity for the successful candidate
to make a contribution in a wide variety of interesting projects,

MORTGAGE AVAILABLE♥or HOUSING ACCOMMODA-
TION; REMOVAL EXPENSES SCHEME; 5 DAY WEEK;
STAFF RESTAURANT.

Application forms from the undersigned should be returned by
1501 May, 1970

IAN V. PATERSON,
County Buildings, County Clerk.
HAMILTON.

RD NEW TOWN
lor people on the move

TELF SYSTEMS ANALYST/
PROGRAMMER
☜5145.10 £|,575 or
H.575 to ☜.800

An eXpEIlenCEd programmer wishing to move into systems
analysis is required, This is a first-class opportunity to work in a
new small team and gain valuable and varied experience. Emphasis
will be on systems work but knowladge of low andmedium level
languages is desirable. A G.E.LS. 115 with 2 mag discs will be
installed shortly.

Housing, training and generous allowances.

Applications, giving two referees, to the Secretary, Telford
Development Corporation, Fiioislee Hall, Telfcud, Salop. by 13th
May 1970.

 

******************

LEO
PROGRAMMERS

WE REQUIRE: PROGRAMMERS WITH AT LEAST 12
MONTHS☂ EXPERIENCE USING CLEO
AND/OR INTERCODE
STARTING SALARY: £1,250♥£I,700.

WE ARE: ONE OF THE LARGEST JOBBERS ON
THE LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE

WE HAVE: A 32K LEO Ill, P/T IN 8 OUT,
7 MT DECKS, AND LINE PRINTER.

WE OFFER: OPPORTUNITIES TO GAIN GOOD
COMMERCIAL EXPERIENCE AND

PROGRESSION TO A LARGE
1900 SERIES WITH DISCS.

APPLY FOR APPLICATION FORM:
1. BY ☂PHONE 01♥628 8080 EXTI 498
2. WRITE TO: M. J. BROOKE ESQ.

WEDD DURLACHER MORDAUIIIT & (20., AUSTRAL

HOUSE, BASINGHALL AVE., E.C.Z.

****~k*¥*********** *
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Experienced

Programmers  £2,000 to £3,000

54 U.K., U.S.A. and European Companies will
be interviewing experienced Programmers at API☂s
exclusive interviewing and conference room facilities
during the month of May following the recently con-
ducted DATA DECADE Computer Industry Confer-
ence. Important business opportunities exist for those
possessing the quali cations listed below:

 

      
        
      

    
      
    
    

 

INSTALLATIONS : IBM, ICL, BURROUGHS,
UNIVAC, NOR, HONEYWELL.

LANGUAGES: COBOL, PL/l, FORTRAN,
☁ ASSEMBLER, PLAN.

APPLICATIONS: Commercial, Financial, MIS, Cost
Control, Production Control, Plan-
ning, Communications, Real Time,

PERT, O & M.

EXECUTIVE Available to talented, accurate,

OPPORTUNITIES: cost aware and motivated men  
and women seeking higher
management.   

  

 

To arrange your series of interviews, write or call
now and cite reference INT/400.

O1 -734 8222

133, OXFORD STREET, w.1.

    

       
API INTERNATIONAL   
 

P. D. COMPUTER SERVICES

 

require 3

SOFTWARE
SUPPORT
PROGRAMMER

For their South Wales Computer Centre.

The person appointed will be responsible to the Computer
Manager for the maintenance of all User Programs, Standard
Software and Packages currently being developed on a Honeywell
IZS Disk/Tape con guration. The position carries a high degree
of responsibility and it is unlikely thatthe successful applicant
will have less than two years' programming experience using
Cobol and an Assembler language. Preference will be given to

applicants with a Honeywell 200 background,

The salary will be commensurate with the importance of this
key position and assistance will be given with re♥locarion
expenses if necessary.

Applications should be sent to:

B. C, PAYNE♥COMPUTER MANAGER
P.D. COMPUTER CENTRE
THE ENGINEERING WORKS
RHYMNEY, MON.

 

Powell Duffryn
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is your
manager

a computing
professmnal?

   

We believe that the true professional often prefers to work
in the company of other professionals at all levels. Especially
if he is keen to sharpen his skills and to obtain a complete
career.
Hence CAP is to software what a legal firm is to law or
accountants to accountancy. Our management are them-
selves specialists and responsible to \he staff who own the
entire company.

The variety of work here is tremendous, from Commercial
batch to terminal orientated real time. We serve govern-

ments, banks, manufacturers, scientific establishments and
a host of other users. For this purpose we need a wide
range ofspecialists and technical managers.

CAP has always been profitable and is growing at about
40% per year. Thus earnings and prospects are excellent.
But standards are high since you will be judged by your
colleagues. Promotion is available up to partnership status
including individual share-owning.
Few seniors choose to leave us. Perhaps you would like IO

find out why. We are specially interested in applicants in
London, Glasgow and Reading for:

GONSULTANTS (SALARY T0 £4000)
Minimum of 5 years sound and varied computer experience
needed; including considerable experience of close-in

supervision of implementation projects. Proven ability to
negotiate with users in a professional way is highly
desirable. (Ref. DW 1021)

SENIOR PROGRAMMERS (SALARY T0 £3000)
At least 3 years good implementation experience is
essential. This must include personal knowledge of high
and low level languages, as well assuccessful operation as

a team leader. (Ref. DW 1022)

Please apply, quoting the relevant reference:
by telephone to G. J. Elliott 01442 0021 (24rh0ur

answering service) or by letter to the address below.

 

Computer Analysts Er Programmers Limited.

CAP House, 14/15 Great James Street, London, W.C.1.

London, Glasgow, Manchester, Reading,

Paris, Amsterdam, Brussels, Dusseldorf, Geneva.  :l_ 



EXPERIENCED PROGRAMMERS
Whitbread & Company Ltd., are installing a number of Honeywell 110☁s and 125☁s throughout
the country and a tape and disc Honeywell 1200 in central London,

EXiSling_ 58195 accounting Programmes are being extended nationally and there are plans for new
ai☂plieations In the elds of stock control, budgetary control and forecasting, and share registration.

To implement these projects additional experienced programmers preferably with aknowledge of
Easycoder and COBOL are required. Successful applicants will be based on group headquarters in
central London and can expect initially to earn not less than £1,800 p.a. This is an expandingW H H B R liA l)
situation with good opportunities for advancement.

Applications should be addressed to the Computer Applications Manager, Whitbrcad and Company
Ltd., The Brewery, Chiswell Street, London, E.C.l or Telephone 01-606 4455 Extn. 588.

Science Research Council
Rutherford Laboratory
Chilton, Didcot, Berks.

Computer
Operations
The Rutherford Laboratory needs young men with GCE
☁0☂ level in English Language and a mathematical or
scienti c subject plus two other acceptable subjects, to be
trained as computer operators. They will be appointed as
Scienti c Assistants and encouragement will be given for
further education and training enabling candidates to
qualify for promotion and to be employed as Deputy/Shift
Leaders. They will also be expected to acquire some practical
knowledge of programming.
Machine: IBM System 360/75 (J) with multiple satellites.
Language: Mainly Fortran.
Salary: Age scale giving for example £580 (age 18)» £710
(age 20) rising to a maximum of £1,240 p.a. This salary is
currently under review.
Shift allowance: 12%720% of salary according to shift rota.
Superannuation: Contributory.
Facilities: Daily travel, restaurant, shopping, sports, hostel,
day release.
Please send a postcard for application form to Mr. P. B.
Nichols, The Rutherford Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot,
Berks, quoting reference 184/532. Closing date 13 May.

WANTED
EXPERIENGED PROGRAMMERS

to join a new firm

of consultants

in

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

REWARDS FIRST-GLASS

Telephone or write to:

Arthur Chopping,

Metropolitan Computer Services Ltd.

5th Floor,

Haymarket House,

28 Haymarket,

London S.W.1.

01-839 7411

 

DOES SELLING GOMPUTERS

and earning £2,300/£6,000 interest
you ☁1 Successful extrovert SystemsCONSULTANT'

PROGRAMMING MANAGERS
Analyst, 25/35? Sales Search,
22 Beauchamp Place, S.W.3.

Tel; 589 3722.

  

Urwick Dynamics Limited, formerly Urwick

Diebold Limited. is the computer division of

Urwick, 0rr& Partners Limited, International

Management Consultants. We are urgently

seeking a number of experienced

programming managers to lead

implementation projects in client situations.

Applicants should have had several years

programming experience, gained on at least

two machines, including a considerable

time spent in management.
Financial rewards are high and are geared

to individual performance. Starting salaries

are related to prior accomplishment and will

be up to £3,000 (plus profit share). There will

be opportunities to transfer later to

management consultancy with considerably

higher reward.
The Company operates a generous

contributory pension Scheme and also
provides for life assurance and private

medical cover.
Rates of remuneration are constantly

reviewed to ensure that Urwick Dynamics

attracts and keepsthe highest calibre staff

to match the demands of management

consultancy, aZOth Century Profession.

For an application [arm [7/8555 write or

telephone J. A Tryon, Urwick Dynamics

Limited, St. Andrew's House. 40 Broadway,
London 3. W1 {telephone 07-839 2487)
quoting reference 408/0

☁ LO Urwick Dynamics Limited.☜Broadwa/,landonSW1 WATFORD COLLEGE OF
TECHNOLOGY

Hempstead Road, Watford, WDI
3EZ.

Applications are invited for the
post of

SENIOR LECTURER

IN COMPUTER STUDIES

from lst September, 1970.

Salary: HAN♥£2,752.

Application forms and details may
be obtained from the Registrar.

Dataucck
l! 5.70



Baldwin]:
6 5.70

COMPUTING

 

o o I would you like to work on virgin soil?

Our clients have of ces in Feltham and Central London and have a 360/30 with disks
and tapes.

They have just started work in London on a. Company that has never seen a computer
and which has vast scopefor EDP. If the idea of using your abilities to introduce
advanced techniques (V.D.U.s for remote order entry?) in a publishing/mail order environ-
ment appeals to you, and you are currently earning around £2000, we would like to
hear from you.

Prospects with our clients are excellent for the right people; so are the possibilities of
upwards progression into general management into other parts of the group on a
realistic time scale. Ref. DW 1775

To apply telephone 01-639 6155 (24 hours) or write to ASAP, 11 Waterloo Place, London, S. W.I.

 

Nothing will be disclosed to our clients without your permission.

ASAP LIMITED '

BATH U NIVERSITY OF
TECHNOLOGY

Computer Unit
Applications are invited {or the post or

SHIFT LEADER
This is a new past due to the introduction
of two shift operationl Applicants should
be experienced operators and be quali ed
to 6.05 advanced levels Experience of
System 4 is desirable.

Salary scale (currently under review)
£l,000♥£l,300 +shifl allowance. Supcr<
annuable post.

Application forms obtainable from Reg-
istrar (S),The University, Clovenon Down,
Bath, BA2 7AY, quoting reference 70/22.

 

Oxford Circus

PROGRAMMER]
ANALYST
£1750♥£2250

An assembler Programmer with know-
ledge of Systems Analysis and Design
is required by West End Computer
Bureau Limited. an independent
Bureau recemly established by a rm
of Chartered Accountants. to lake a
leading role in their leam using a
comprehensive Burroughs E8000 Visi-

ble Record Compulcr con guration.

Applicanls should be able to deal with
clients, work on their own initiative.

and must have had at least I8 months'
programming experience prefcmbly
in n visible record environmcnl.
Training will be given in Burroughs
E8000 programming.

This is an excellenl Opportunity 10
take ndvanlagc of the exciting and
varied work that only a bureau can
o ☂cr. Applications in writing to M. E.
Orford, Bowkcr Orrorn & Ci»,
Chartered Accountants, l5/l9, Caren-
dish Place, London, \Vlll   

LONDON -

 

BIRMINGHAM - MANCHESTER '

 

Check in New York
♥vio Boodiceo in London

 

Programmers
Four cancellations Twelve new bookings.
All at the last minute. No problem to
BOADICEA ♥ theworld's most advanced
real-time computer installation ♥ the only
system able to handle 3 or 4 major real-lime
applications simultaneously.

It can check in passengers at airports,
load aircraft, prepare ight plans and
handle global reservations. All at onceY and
in seconds!

We've other exciting plansfor BOADICEA,
including links with other airlines com-
puters. travel agent sysiems and hotel
reservations.

To help us develop these ideas we urgently
need more PROGRAMMERS ♥ profession~

als with at least two years' experience. who
are interested in meeting the demands of
the 747 and Supersonic air travel.

Come along and join us at BOADICEA.
Salaries rising to £2898 per annum (includ-
ing London Weighting), and there are also
facilities for holiday airtravel.

Writetelling us allaboutyourselfto:
Manager Selection Services (DW 300),
BOAC, PO. Box 10
Heaihrow Airport♥London
Hounslow, Middlesex

7' BOAC   35



 

    

Systems
Programmers
£3,180 +
HST has vacancies for Systems Programmers at Ndola on the Copperbelt of
Zambia, the site of the Central Office for tour mines managed by RST and
owned in partnership with the Zambian Governmentr

At Ndola an IBM Systems BED Model 40 configuration is employed for the
processing of commercial and technical systems. The configuration operates
under DS-MFT ll and consists of 256K core storage, 2314 direct access
storage. a 1627 graph plotter and standard input and output peripherals,
It is planned to instal a second Model 40 in June which will operate under

DOS and will be used primarily to process STAMPEDE. on-Iine tele-
processing links and to emulate a major commercial system currently
processed on anch configuration,

Systems Programmer (OS)
Systems Programmer (DOS)
Systems Programmers will be employed in the Systems Support Section,
which is responsible for all aspects of 05, including preparation of

standards, implementation of all IRM packages. preparation/implementation

of HST utilities and R l: [l in respect of future requirements The Systems
Programmer (DDS) will have ample opportunities at a later date to be
trained and become involved in 05 activities and preference will be given
to applicants who have TP and/or graph plotting experience.

Candidates for both positions must have a minimum of six months

practical experience as systems programmers in a multi♥
programming environment. Employment will be on contract, initially for a
period of three years. Total emoluments on starting will be paid in local
currency Equivalent to not less than £3,180 p.a. Exchange control allows

contract employees to externalise 50% of monthly earningsr

Additional Benefits

These include - return passages ' baggage allowance ' housing with basic
furniture at low rental ' medical aid and free life assurance schemes
' six weeks paid leave no Living and working conditions are good in a

healthy. le perate climate and there are excellent facilities for sporting

and leisure activities.

Write III Map/rune lo! an application form to :
The Manager, 59/717, Overseas Appointments Division,
HS 7 into/national Mela/r fir/riled. One il/olr/e Street, london [0.7
Telephone: W605 0300 Ext. .707

#j

  Put yourselffirst
First in the eld ofreal♥time commercial

bureau services, and rst in your own career,
by joining our multi-access customer installation
team in London or Manchester.

Our real-time system has been designed
and developed to provide an integrated,
comprehensive, commercial service, which will
raise eyebrows even among computer
sophisticates. Yourjob will be to provide the
post~sales systems support which ensures that
the customer is able to bene t from the
facilities, to guide and assist him in every
phase of implementation.

Commercial programming/systems
experience is essential, plus the organising
ability required to get the best out ofthc
system for the mutual bene t ofthe customer
and the company. A full training in the system
and customer-installation techniques will
be given.

Ifyou are the man we are looking for, you
must already be aware ofthe development
potential ofrcal-time'commercial computing
♥so you can take the career prospects as read.

Write giving details ofagc, quali cations
and experience, and quoting reference CW2361
to D. N, McAlister, International Computing
Services Limited, 68/71 Newman ~Strcct.,
London W1.

   
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
     

  

  
 

  Acompany of the
International Computer: Group ICSL

  
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON

COMPUTER CENTRE

The Centre operates a large rim
380/65 installation on which it provides
a computing service for Universlty
College and the rest of London
University. It is now pro used to
establish a User Services rpm): to
ca-ordinele the advisory, training and
information services which are avail-
able to users. Applications are accord-
ingly invited for Ihe post of:

HEAD OF USER SERVICES GROUP
Candidates (male or female) should

COMPUTING

 

Development Analyst c.£2500
This is a unique opportunity for a. Systems Analyst with at least 2 years
manufacturing systems experience to play a creative and in uential role
in a large IBM/360 installation The man appointed must be able to com-
mumcace effectlvely both orally and in writing with user and computer
management prjovrclmg practical proposals for the development ofa. broad
based information system taking full account. of she latest developments
in hardware and software The company is a leader in the DP. eld and for
a man With the ability and personality to cake a. broad overview of the
computer and its function with the organisation. this position offers
exce lent career prospects. Ref. DW 1776

To apply telephone (ll-839.6155 (24 hours) or turtle loASAP, 11 Waterloo Place.
London. S. W.1. Nothing will be disclosed to our clients roillrmrl your permission.

ASAP LIMITED ' LONDON - BlRMINGHAM ☁ MANCHESTER

 

have adegree, or equivalent quali ca-
rion. several years experience of large-
scale scienti c computing and admin»
istrative ability. The starting date
for Ihis new post is 1 August 1970
or as soon as possible thereafterr It.
is hoped to make the oppointment
on the Group Leader scale H.815)
£115A£2.850 plus £60 London Allow.
once (scolc currently under review).
wilh participation in the F.S.S.U.
scheme for superannuation Initial
placing will dcpcnd on cxpcricnce.

Applications (3 copies) giving
experience and the homes of three
referees, should be sent [0 Dr. P. A.
Samct, Computer Director, University
College London, 19 Gordon Sln
w.c.l. before Friday. 22 May 1970. Dalawcck

6.5.70



I"__♥'___'l

loompuren .

b.5233☝: CHIEF SYSTEMS
ANALYSTipwm

I AVENUE
lLONDON, WI
[or♥437 5266

 

| We continue to maintain a specialised
personnel service for computer pro» Whitbreao☁ management services department, clients require a dynamic Chief Systems

I lessionals Ol 3☜ grades- based in Central .ondon, is coordinating Analyst. He will report tothe Computer
I the developmentolthe company's commercial Applications Manager and will controla

Salary ranges and business systems on a national basis. team of Systems Analysts working on a
Systems Analysis 5200043500 The associated hardware commitment, which wide range of complex applications,
☜Paws☝ £2 000 C3 000 approaches £500,000, includes a central The man appointed will have had at least

I Ploéfg nrz'gf's ☂ ☁ ' disk and tape Honeywell 1200 supported 3years' experience of commercial systems
I Angry☜; [1,501342350 by a number of Honeywell 110 and 125 design and implementation, and will have the

Chief Programmers [2150♥61000 I computers located in the member companies skill and ability necessary to lead and
I gem☜ P'°9'am"☜9'5 rigg♥gggg I of the organisation. motivate a team.
03321222583 ' ☁ ' The first stage ofthe development project is

I Managers 俉1,800~E2,500 I nOW being written and must be implemented Please write or telephone faran application
Operations y nationally before Decimalisation Day. To form to Michael Williams UrwiCk Dynamics
Chsié☁vl☂egé ms i ☜4500♥52900 I manage the successful completion of this Limited, St. Andrew's House, 40 Broadway,
Shin Leadm ☜130041☂BDO phase and to initiate and control the London SW 7. (telephone 01-839 2487)
Operators c1,ooo-c1,sso development ofsubsequentstages, our quoting reference 407/D

I Punch Operators USO♥£1,250 I

. a a

I :wimataiowisgm:ta, I LO Urwrck yn m s Limited 40 Broadway, ram. sm
IA CHOICE OF (3000 JOBS. I '

L________l

 

' MHIIIIEW Hal

We are a leading construction engineering group contracting
to a wide variety of industries including Petrochemicals. Civil
Engineering and Mechanical Servicesv whose design and ad-
ministrative headquarters are situated in Central London.
Our Computer Department operates an ICL I900 series machine
and further opportunities exist for a Systems Analyst and a
Programmer to ioin our computer staff who are engaged on
technical and commercial projects.

PROGRAMMERS!

Big new clienlS
uppoinl
1900 Becruilmenl
with
exciling new
opporlunilies
Phone or write NOW
Estelle Mendoza, 11♥13 Melton St., London N.W.1
Tel: 01387 8013 OF!

Norma Byrne, Peter House, Oxford St. Manchester
Tel: 061~228 1691

1900
. ' RECRUITMENT LTD.

SYSTEMS ANALYST
This is an excellent opportunity for a young Systems Analyst
who has had previous systems design and preferably some
programming experience. He should possess a good knowledge
of ICL 1900 equipment and be able to show evidence of having
successfully implemented projects.

PROGRAMMER
It is essential for applicants to have a good knowledge of 'FLAN'
and ☁COBOL' and preferably at least twelve months' program-
ming experience.
Generous competitive salaries will be offered to the successful
candidates together with attractive fringe bene ts usually oflered
by a large company, including a staff bonus scheme.
Written applications should be sent, in complete con dence,
giving brief details of age, education and experience, to:

Staff Personnel Officer

Matthew Hall 8: Company Limited
Matthew Hall House

lot♥[08 Tottenham Court Road
London, WIA IBT DZIL☂IWL☁Ck(x 5.70   
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COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
Expansion brings new opportunities,
in railway engineering

       

ENGINEERS: MATHEMATICIANS: SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS
There are opportunities at varying levels in the Research Department, Derby, for men and
women to: develop software and applications programs: work jointly with users on
production jobs.

Equipment
The Engineering Mathematics Section in-
tends to use anElliott 905/928 visual display
system and Ferranti automatic draughting
equipment to explore C.AD. possibilities

jointly with British Rail design and manu-
facturing organisations. The Elliott 805 com»
puter will act as a satellite of the main in♥

house computer, an IBM 360/44 with 384
Kb store, The present and proposed activities
of the two groups of the Section are:

I COMPUTER APPLICATIONS GROUP

Structural analysis

Development of programs for analysis 0☂;

time dependent systems
Enhancements to existing finite element

programs and conversion to interactive

graphics operation
Minimum weight optimisation

      

Design Systems
7 Geometric layout problems

Programs in conversational mode

3 Use of computers in drawing production

and procedures
Computer part-programming and use of

      

graphics for numerically controlled
machines
Use of production programs in the design
of a variety of structures ranging from
vehicles or components to Skew or box-
girder bridges.

I APPLIED MATHEMATICS GROUP

C.A.D. systems

Maintenance and modification of Elliott
and Ferranti systems software and appli-
cations programs
Implementation of communications pack-

age to interface Elliott 905 with the main
computer in collaboration with the IBM
360/44 bureau systems group

Software packages for graphics applica-
tions involving data banks and information
retrievalt

       

ailway Systems

# Optimisation and simulation work on
complex mathematical models for:

energy forecasts
minimisation of energy consumption
econometric studies

3 Implementation of large data banks for
train, traffic and engineering information.

 

 

There are opportunities in all these activities; we
would particularly like to hear, at this stage in the ☁
C.A.D. work, from mathematicians or software
specialists with experience of IBM systems or
relevant Elliott software and from engineers with
experience of part-programming techniques or of
structural design using computers. For the senior
jobs, applicants must have relevant experience;
there are other posts for which recent or pros-
pective graduates would be suitable.

Salaries are in ranges varying from £1255♥E1795
(plus £50 degree allowance) up to [3095423770.
The job location is in the Railway Technical Centre
at Derby which houses the research and the
vehicle design and production organisations of
British Rail. The Board operates a contributory
pension scheme and has arrangements with many
employers for the preservation of pensions It also
gives assistance in some cases with removal
expenses, There are free and reduced rate rail
travel facilities.

People who wonld like more detailed information
before applying are welcome to telephone or write
to: Peter West, Assistant Director, Engineering
Research Division, B.R, Technical Centre,
London Road, Derby. (Derby 49203, ext, 241).

Applications stating age, education,qualifications,

experience and present salary should be sent to
the Headquarters Staff Manager (quoting
reference RB.84/KF), British Railways
Board, 222 Marylebone Road, London,
N.W.1t

COMPUTING

 

Analysts
If you have approximately 18 months programming experience prior to analysmg and
implementing at least one system 01?. a minimum of 2 years systems analyslsgdnd you
can radiate some of your own enthusiasm to user departmean then we can otter you a
position in an international group with 3. CENTRAL LONDON location. ☁ I
They have developed a package which is being run as a pilot Dl☁OleCt [01☁ 011☁? 51"? alld
feasibility studies for Lake♥on of other centres will need to be carried out. This will in-

volve some travelling within the UK. The changes necessary for the lntl☁OductIOH 0f
on♥line teleprocessing also need to be considered. ☁ . .
This company offers unlimited promotion prospects to anyone \v1th the necessary ablilty
and starting salaries of up to £2400. Ref. DW 1773

To upplr/ telephone 01-8.?!) 6'1. 5(21 hours) or write to ASAP, 11 Waterloo Plate, London. S.l☁l/'.I.
Not/Ling ll'ill lrt☂ disclosed in our ('llt☂lllS without your permission.

ASAP LIMIED- LONDON ~ BIRMINGHAM ☁ MANCHESTER  

Dzlawcck
6.5.70

 



THE UNIVERSITY OF

ASTON IN BIRMINGHAM

COMPUTER CENTRE

The Computer Ccntr is equipped with
an ch lens lane and disc .wsicm
whlch ls currently runnlrm under the
GEORGE 2 Onerallnu System. Due 1.,
expanslun or demand. adgxuunal nail
positions are belnu establishcd. Appll.
callous are invited [or in: lolluwlng
pasts:
Scnlur Programmer. Salary ELSE-£2,275
Programmer s1lury Ll,<i<)l-£l.st>5
Operator l. salary E H.091

(+Shlll Allowance)
anramr Grade ll. saltln' abs-£851

(+Shlrt Allawancc)
The Centre opurarcs a service to rim
Admlnlslmtlnn as well ns_lhc Academic
Departments of lhl: UnlvcrsIly. Lan.
nuancs sllrrcnlly used are Algal. Cuhul.
Portrait and Plan.
The Scnlnr programmer pasiriun will
be concerned wilh me cummercial
aspect or programming (:lllhnulglt sclcnv
li c nroxrnmminx will not be mnurcu)
and the Programmer pusillun wuuld be
(or either usnccl,
Thc Operator poslllons arc to enable
the compuler to he put-rated on a two-
SIIIlt basis commenclnz in July of(hi!
Your.
Further uarllculnrs and :lei
lorms [mm the SlulT career. The out.
verslly of Asian in Birmlnuhum. Gus☜;

orcun. ulrmlngham A. quuunir rcl'cr.
:nc: ol☁lx-☁IDW.

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
Salaries up to £2,250

A rapidly expanding distribution organisation based in Morden, Surrey, is now installing
a disk based IBM 360 computer.

A totally integrated nancial and management accounting system incorporating visual
display units is now being designed.

D   

The sta ☁ complement must now be increased by

2. SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
Applicants should have had at least 2 years☁ of commercial computer experience
as programmers or analysts. These positions could well suit experienced pro-
grammers seeking a move to systems analysis. Ideally applicants should have
worked in a disk environment on IBM, [CL or Univac equipment.

Phone Chief Systems Analyst at 01♥540 3831
or write to Box Number DW 350.   

Program, programmer,
programmest-
Operating systems origination

In GEORGE 3 wc have one of the most

    
advanced operating systems in the , . V

that when we're looking for more 13:521.: h fella☜ S
help implement a planned series ofenghammers to

☜☁9 exPact applications only from D00 1 ☜Emir-t5,

forward to more in their work than 1:95 \\ 0 00k

afternoon.
ii 437

_ Job satisfaction is the big. attrr ' , -
on a PrOject like GEORGE 3 1man Of\☁°rk1☜!1☂N and We

realistic salaries because we want talent. Partly,
this enjoyment comes from being at the centre of
things, developing a system which will have a
profound in uence on computing all over the world.

I☂artly it's the same kind of ful lment an artist
gets the grati cation of stretching creative
abilities on something original, something no one
else has done before. At the moment we☂re breaking

 

my new ground in multi-acccss systems for
conversational programming, scheduling, lc-store
organisation, paging, and other facilities designed to
keep GEORGE 3 ahead ofthe rest.

As we complete more and more additions to the
original concept, so new p0. bilities emerge. Future
development is thus not altogether cut and dried!
there still scope for pioneering influence.

ho, ifyou havea couple ofycars☂ experience,
and you either have aninterest in operating . ☁ stems
or you've had some experience with them, and
you're ready to have your programming lElCEIS woken
up by the challenge oforigin' lty, plcase get in touch.

Join the people who ant )atc and set the
trendsirliuropc's most signiilcant software
operation.

Location: l☂utncy, London S\\/l5.
Please write or 'phone for :in application

form, quotng reference no. 15235 to
.\'Ii. \\'. l). Czimidge, Personnel Of cer,
Internationle Computers Limited, SS Lll Uppcl☁
Richmond Road l☂ut London S\\r'l5.
☂I☁clcphonu: (ll-78$ 7 ext. 4224.
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A career challenge for

Up to £2500

We are manulacturers of healing fluid control
and water treatment equipment We are shortly
taking delivery of an IBM 360/30 with 2314's
and tapes at our new London Computer Centre.
Due to the rapid expansion of our Systems
Services function we require qualified men to
make a vital contribution to the implementation
of an integrated inventory management and
production planning system.

  
   

   
    

   

     

   

  

  Excellent opportunities thus arise Ior program~
mers with a minimum of 2 years experience of
working in assembler language and/or COBOL

(under DOS) to join our progressive team work~
ing on these applications.

  

   

   

  
Employee benefits include 4 weeks holiday,
immediate Iiie cover. L.V's. and re-Iocation
assistance where appropriate.

  

  
    For lurlher details telephone Paul Kibbey.

Personnel Manager (01-353 6511 Ext 291)

or write to him with all relevant career details at

CRANE
  

  

15 Red Lion Ct.,
Fleet Street.
EtC.4.

      

 

WILLIAMS HUDSON LIMITED

(a diversi ed group with a turnover

in excess of 35million pounds)

SYSTEMS
ANALYSTS

PROGRAMMERS
We took delivery of our I90! l6K tape con guration
last September at our head office and are computeris-
ing sales, purchasing and stock recording systems.

This is to be followed by control data on one of our
eets of over 350 vehicles.

This is an opportunity to be creative in your work and
join a group where your experience will be realistic-
ally rewarded in terms of job satisfaction and salary.

Write in con dence to:

The Data Processing Manager,
Williams Hudson Limited

8 Lloyds Avenue,
LONDON, E.C.3.   

Management Consultants

in Human Resources
17 Stratton Street London W1

Computer Software

Consultancy

Potential Director

about £5000

for one of the top six software houses. They have achiuvcd
their reputation in the UK and Europe over [hL☁ last eight years
by a controlled growth with the emphasis on cxtrcmcly high
professional standards. The company is sclf nancing and fees
arr: increasing at 351' -40☜☁. per annurn. In 1971 the senior
consultant who has set up their Scottish operation will return
to London and a planned vacancy now occurs for a man to join
him as Assistant Manager. During 1970 he will share the
technical, operational and marketing work of the manager and
will assume full responsibility for the arczt next year. He will
later become a Director ofthu local company. Candidates must
have a minimum of ve ycars☂ progressive experience of
programming and systems design together \ th at lcast two
years☂ project management amongst professional consultancy
staff. Free pension, life assurance and sickness scheme;
bonus. Share ownership scheme later. Relocation expenses to
Scotland. J. C. Day rcfcrcncc KFJZBS.

   

The MSL Consultant has analysed this appointment
Further iniormotion Will be sent ri you orovrde your name and
address by leloplronirm 0176291844 or Willing to the consultant

quoting [he rclcrcncc Your cnutilry Will be In conlidence

   

  Midas are retained to Iind a number
01 prolessional computer people

who want to develop their careers

mm pnosnumrns
The Midas Touch

 

COMMERCIAL/SOFTWARE PROGRAMMERS
Middx
£1.300♥f3,000 depending on experience.
A commercial user requires programmers lrom 6 months'
experience upwards with COBOL and/or System 4 usercodu.
Applicatiors♥batch processing and on-line

 

SENIOR PROGRAMMER
City
£1,7OD♥EZOOO

Frogramme☁ with 18 months' solid D.Ft experience in 360
COBOL and Assembler 005 required by insurance company.
IBM 3160/40 with 128K. A chance to participate in a team
associated with all data processing development and main-
tenance. 'A' level a necessity and ability to work without
supervision

 

PROGRAMMERS
Reading Area
Competitive salary.
Our client, a manulacturer, has positions lor programmers
involved in design, development and iieid testing of Applica-
tion Packages rat integrated Management Systems. 1; years
experience in Assembly language a necessity with 3♥4 years☁
commercial/industrial computing experience (PLAN) an
advantage.

 

For action 'phone 01-636 8831 or write to MIDAS.

Computer Career Consultants. 6'1 0a Great Portland

Street, London] W.1.
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OVER 350 VACANCIES BETWEEN £8SO♥E5000
D.P. MANAGERS SYSTEMS ANALYSTS/DESIGNERS

PROGRAMMERS OPERATORS COMPUTER SALESMEN

EVENING/WEEKEND INFORMAL INTERVIE WS
More computer people get new iobs this way than by any other single method.

We are holding informal interviews at the Berners Hotel, Berners St., London, W.1 (nr. Oxford Circus)
at the following times♥Thursday 7th May 5-10 pm Saturday 9th May 10 am-4 pm

if you are seeking a new position why not come along for a discussion with one of our executives.
who will be pleased to supply you with details of vacancies suiting your capabilities.
No appointment necessary♥just drop in

If you are unable to visit us, just complete the coupon and send it to Chris Jamieson. You will then
receive a form for enrolment on to the Registerl

   
The
Computer
Appointments
Register

     
     

 

  

 

      

 

   

  

   

  

Argyll House,
246. Regent Street,
London, W.1.

NAME AND ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

 

Tel:-01 734 2945
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PROGRAMMING
OPPORTUNITY
IN SOOTlAND

Up to £1,800
A leading Insurance Oilice requires a

programmer for its 1900 computer installation
in Glasgow. Applicants should have a mini♥
mum of I year's experience in 1900 PLAN
and COBOL. _

This is an excellent opportunity for the right
person to further his or her career in a well
controlled. professionally organised environ-
ment.

Excellent superannuation and fringe bene ts
are available.

Applications should be addressed to:

EA. Management Consultants limited,
lief. PO/OW,
Fitzpatrick House, cadagan Street,
Glasgow, 0.2.

who are advising on this appointment.

 

saiqu aHT uov anA
COMPUTAPRINT LTD. are the forerunners in
Britain in the field of computer phototypesetting.

In order to cope with the increased demand for
their services, the programming team responsible for
the detailed systems design and coding must be
augmented; therefore they require:

PROGRAMMERS with a minimum of
12 MTH'S experience, including 6 mths on
IBM 360 to be based in Central London.

SALARY up to £1,800

If you want to get out of a programming rut contact:

INTBOSLEZAFEW
28 GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.1. Tel. 405 1772

    

 

llATA SBIENBESINTERNATI NAl

Data Sciences International, one of Britain's largest
independent Computer Services Organisations,
I'EQUIre, for the Technical Departments of their
Computer Centres:

SENIOR ANALYST PROGRAMMERS
(Manchester)♥Salary £1,600♥£2,350
+Company Car.
Applicants must have at least three years' experience
in commercial D.P., some of which must have been
in a systems design role.

ANALYST PROGRAMMERS (Leeds)♥
Salary £1,400♥£1,950
Applicants must have at least one year☁s solid
programming experience and some knowledge of
commercial and business procedures.
For either position it will be an advantage to have a
knowledge of COBOL and TAPE/DISC based
lCL 1900 equipment.
Applications, giving brief details of experience
gained to date, should be made to:
B. Hancock, Esq., Group Technical Manager, Data
Sciences International, Manchester Computer Centre
PO. Box 474, MANCHESTER, M60 28X.

0MPUTER £1000:

S/Analyst a Consultant 1;] DPM u
Programmer 1] Operator El Control clerk U

IT☂S VERY EASY! One ☜letter☝ from you and we start
working and don't stop until you☂ve got the best job going.
Our specialist and highly experienced consultants are eager
to advise you of the hundreds of important (and oiten
unadvertised) assignments we are currently handling.
And what's more, your case is treated individually and ☂
in strictest con dence-SO don't worry. Just tick ☂
the boxes, post today. and leave it to us♥we've ☂
got the experience!

COMPUTER
ASSOCIATES
28 Ki ngsway,
London,
WCZB 61R
Tarot-141 mm
(14 hours). 



  

   
GHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES
IN ELECTRONICS WITH

SPEYTEC
LIMITED

  

  

 

  
elie newesr and most rapidly expanding baby or the vast Burroughs
Group urgently need the Iollowing graduates to work in a challenging
environment amidst new and sophisticated applications.

  

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

 

Lecturer in - Computing
(Commercial)

Lecturer in - computing
(Scienti c)

 

Applications are invited for the above position is).

 

LOGIC DESIGNERS/PROGRAMMERS

a revolurionary new appliearion.
SYSTEMS ENGINEER

computer adiuncts to a highly sophisticated computer.

Hardware/Soltware design, is euenrial.
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

   

adiuncts, in a new and highly app icated applieaeion.
For one pesirien♥experienee in
required.

in a new laeeory are rst class.
Write {all details. with contact telephone if possible.
Don Saunders
SPEYTEC LTD
5I2 Furley Way. Crnydon
OI-686 64H Ext. 35.

 

Atkins Computing Services Limited at
Epsom, and with a developing branch net-
work. off☁erdime-sharing, batch and remote
batch facilities based on a Sigma 5, and a
comprehensive range of supporting consulb
ancy servrces. Quali ed, skilled and ambitious
sta are needed urgently to join the present
enthusiastic team. Quite exceptional growth
ls planned.

The immediate need is for:

Sales Executives
With'a proven record of success in selling time-
sharlng and/or bureau services. They will pro-
mote the☁ Company☁s complete commercial
and scienti c capability.

Systems Analysts
wtth Z'ycars☁ programming-and at least 6
months. analysis experience. Prime responsi-
bility will be the analysis, control and imple-
mentatlon of ciients☁ systems, sometimes
usmg a time-sharing approach.

Senior Programmers
with 2 years☁ experience of FORTRAN or
COBOL, able to control others and produce
work to a timetable.  

Several vacancies exist. ror young graduates with at: least 2 years☁
experience In Logic Design. Many interesting proiects are in hand
ineluding rile design or computer interface hardware/soitware, ror

A most unusual opening (or a highly experienced Systems Engineer
to become involved in System Design and integration on a range of

An Engineering degree and ar least a yearx☁ experience in Computer

Engineering Graduate: with a: lean 2 years' experience in eireuie
design, with linear and digital inregrared circuits, can be oilered
challong g opportunities in the design ol circuits Ior computer

tal MAGNETIC recording is

Excellent and progressive salaries will be negotiated and conditions

   

Atkins Computing
expand with Sigma 5 and
Computer Professionals

 

  The Institute is one of Australia's leading colleges
of advanced education. it is similar in lunction
toia British Polytechnic. As well as the traditional
lields of Engineering, Architecture and Applied
Science, courses extend into the fields of Art and
Design, Social Studies, Asian Languages.
Paramedlcal Studies and Agriculture.

 

  
      
  
  
  
  
   

  

   SALARY SCALES:

Lecturer A35,300-8A7,3OD

 

  
  
   

 

     

 

A memorandum of information outlining conditions of service
and method of application is available from the undermentioned
address. Candidates must clearly indicate the position in which
they are interested as full details regarding each position are
contained in separate memorandums.

       
  
   

Western Australian Government Offices (Dept18/4/70)
Western Australia House,
1 1 5 Strand,

LONDON. WCZR OAJ

 

  
COPY IIAIES

for the

May |3th

issue

of Dataweek are:

 

     
Programmers
with at last one year's expcricncc ofviriling
FORTRAN on a large advanced machine,
for scienti c applicalions. Work covers awide
range of disciplines.

  
O

       

  
  

 

Copy for Setting:
  These are all professional appointments, for

which a ngrec and other industrial experience
are an advantage.
If you have never visited Atkins Computing at
Epsom you may not know about our ideal
setting. We .☁lLIVe first-class modern oiliccs in
large wclljkcpt grounds where we sometimes
nd the um: to indulge in croquet, ilrcllery

and other country estate leisure activities. We
value the relaxation provided by our splendid
surroundings and ifyou can meet our require-
ments they are yours to enjoy. Salarics and
conditions 01' service are, of course, as good
as you will nd.
Apply immediately, in complete con dence, to
the Company☂s Personnel Advisers, who will
willingly discuss possibilities with you without
divulging your identity. Initial intcrvicws can
be in the evenings or at weekends ifrcquircd.
Please quote ref. AP/lZi/C.

JOHN FIGES & PARTNERS LTD.,
65 KNIGHTSBRIDGE, LONDON, SW1.
01♥235 8981.

  FRIDAY;

May 8th

4.30 p.m.
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Blocks and repro's:

MONDAY,

May Ilth
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Have you a

GRASP of DOS
worth

OVER £3,000 p.a.?
We are seeking several exceptional men interested in

marketing and supporting sophisticated software for the
IBM 360 under DOS.

Candidates are likely to be well-qualified Systems-
Programmers, Software Customer Engineers or Systems
Engineers who possess real experience of DOS and who feel
they have a flair for lucid presentation.

The major product being offered by the Company is
GRASP, a spooling system already well established at over
30 installations in this country. Opportunities exist to develop
the market both in U.K. and abroad.

The basic salaries offered for these positions will be
negotiable from £3,000 pa. and successful men will earn
very considerably more in commission. A company car will
be provided.

We also need men capable of developing new advanced
DOS software. Training will be provided in the techniques
of software design. Salaries from £2,000 p.a. plus bonus.

All candidates should be prepared to demonstrate their
knowledge and ability at a technical interview.

Applications giving brief details of relevant experience
should be forwarded to

Mr. W. S. Macmillan, Macro 4 Computer Services Ltd.,
59 Old Lodge Lane, Purley, Surrey, ortelephone 01♥668-1156.

  

Management Consultants
in Human Resources
17 Stratton Street London W1MEI.

Systems Manager

E3 500 negotiable

for the UK subsidiary ofan international group, itsclfa group

of companies, which manufacture and distribute a wide range

of engineering and consumer products. Activities are currently

being centralised on a third generation IBM computer and

development plans include major applications in production

Control, purchasing and shop scheduling. Hardware plans call

for on~linc terminals, increased core and large dirccr access

devices. The Systems Manager will be responsible for the

control and development of all systems and programming and

for successfully☂cxpanding the work of his department.

Candidates, probably graduates or professionally quali ed,

will have several ycars☂ experience ofprogramming systems

analysis and project control including a period of

third-generation equipment. Location Home Counties (North).

Car provided. H.C.S. Brand reference KF.1283.

i2

  

The MSL Consultant has analysed this appointment
ltlrthor inlorma☁tlon will be sent If you provrde your name and
address by [ElEDi☁CHan 0176291844 or erlrng to the consultant
quoting the reierence Your enquiry WIII be in conildence.

    

LONDON

LEICESTER

MANCHESTER

MSP is a leading British software house and computer consultancy undertaking projects both in
the UK and abroad. As a result of continually expanding work programmes MSP wishes to engage
personnel for their London, Leicester and Manchester offices.

are required at all leveIS. to loin

either the Commercial Systems Division or the Software Division. A knowledge of more than one

programming language would be an advantage.

Applicants should possess a minimum of one year's practical experience which should have been
spent on third generation equipment. The ability to produce accurate and well-documented
programmes and to work against defined schedules must be shown.

Salaries in the range £1,500♥E3,000 p.a. are envisaged.

Interviews will be held locally.

If you are interested in challenging and interesting work and a career in computer consultancy
contact:

The Personnel Manager (DWPC3)
Management Systems and Programming Ltd
22 Manchester Square
London W1M 5AP

or telephone 01 486 3947 (reverse charges)

Dauwcuk
6 5 7O  



UNIVERSITY OF EXETER

Applications are inviltd for a post or

SHIFT LEADER
in the Computer Unit, in bi: responsible
in the Compulcr Manager for iht opera-
tion of one of the shifls of thc Universily's
ItC.L. 4-50 Compulcr,

You have a face

with 360 people
Salary in [he rnngc 51.026.41.231, plusCa☝, Write or phone: 3 6 O peop|e gash iiiowuncc. The starting salary will

ltrnlinud by me quali cntians and
Number one Stree☁ St James.s cspcricncc oflhc successful candidate.

London SW1.Telephone: 01-930 5602.

360 people is a div/s/un 0/ Computer Offices L/☁m/☁téd

 

Applications. giving ilie names and addres-
so; ol☁ iwo referees should be submiucd
lo ihc Secretary orihc Univcrsily, North-
cotc House, The Queen☂s Drive. Exelcr.
by [he ism May, 1970. Please quolc
reference no. 1/38/6000.

300 people

 

   

 

  
E.D.P. CONSULTANT

A consulting offshoot of the London of ce of
an international firm of Chartered Accoun-
tants.

Developing the EDP division of the consult-
ancy company. Responsible to the directors
of the company for EDP consulting assign-
ments including feasibility studies. selection
of equipment. systems design, and audits of
the ef ciency of existing EDP installations.
Maintaining liaison with clients' staff at all
levels

The successful candidate will be expected to
justify early promotion to Manager of the
EDP Division and eventual appointment to
the Board.

    

      

          
    

PRUGRAMES
(EXPERIENBED)
To join existing team in the Management Services Division
developing and maintaining financial and statistical
applications for an |.C.L. system 4♥40 tape/disc con gura-
tion. Knowledge of COBOL an advantage. Salary H.250
to H.628 p.a. or £l,628 to £2,042 p.a. depending on
experience. Quote ref. not 09L

TRAINEE

The Company   
      

 

The Job    
          
   

   

 

          
   

  

 

The Prospects

       

    

  
  

   

  
  
  
    

    
  

 

  
   

   

    

  

   

  
  

 

  

RA The Man Will have had at least five years' EDP experi-
ence in industry or commerce. This will

☁ include experience in EDP management, with
young persons educated to ☁A level standard to be nancia| responsibility,
trained to write. develop and document programs for an Will be thoroughly familiar with hardware
|.C.L. system 4♥40. Commencing salary £977 p.a. Quote and software of several manufacturers, and
ref. no. T9l. with real-time processing techniques, and

All posts superannuable. :rDeéerab'Y-Ittrzlcl ☜5° have had exPerle"ce In
Application forms quoting ref. no. L cons☜ . y-
from secremry☂ Birmingham Reward This is an important new position and the
Regional Hospital Board, starting salary and conditions will be attrac.

I46 Hagley Road, Birmingham I6, tive for the man With ability.

to be returned by May lath, I970. Apply With details to Box 349, quoting reference    

 

Y/EDP.

  

  

 

    
  

  

You☂ll never
know and who beiiei

in ask than MCSF.

O liants a e

what ☜L;§2.Zi'.s.s.con'.
slamly seeking DAR

you 9 r Personnel on be.

worth
unless
you

mil 0 lEJ(l \(i

0

Computer
Programmer

RPG and/or Fortran would be an
advantage.

c ilIlDaIliig.☁
illi"l'll"0|'l iiio

couiiriv Finrloiil
what you're

worth, complaile

free and In Conlldelicu.

Send in (he coupon
or phone

01-437 7926.

A vacancy hasarisen for a Computer
Programmer to join the Systems
Development Department of the
New Metals Division of Imperial
Metal industries [Kynochl Limited
at Wiiton, Birmingham.

Conditions of employment are

attractive and include membership

of profit sharing and contributory
pension schemes. There are good

opportunities for advancementExisting computer applications are ,
either within the Division or inprincipally in the production and

stock control fields and ultimately other data processing departments

a full management information in the Company.

system will be implemented. An ☁ I .i
  

lBM 360/40 is available, running
under D.O.S.

   

Applications are invited from men
and women aged 20 to 30 who have
at least one year☂s COBOL program-
ming experience. A knowledge of

Please write for an application

form, quoting reference number Dw

108, to A.T. Cracker, Kynoch

Group Personnel Department,

imperial Metal Industries (Kynoch)

Limited, PO. Box 216 Kynoch

Works, Wilton, Birmingham 6.

:i subsidiarycuinpim, iii Imi mil Mml iiirliisim, I ll☁llii ll

   

Management CDmpuIEl
Systems & Persnnnul lid.
2☁3 Rene!☜ Siren.
London, W1,

  

    

Daluucck
b 3.70
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BOURNEMOUTH AND

EAST DORSET GROUP

PATHOLOGY SERVICE

EXPERIENCED

COMPUTER

PROGRAMMER
A vacancy exists for an experienced

Programmer to work with an Elliott 903
Computer. This computer is engaged on
On-Line Laboratory Analytical work in the
Department of Biochemistry, The Com-
putcr I_S one or six engaged in the imple-
mentation of On-Line Laboratory investi-
gatians being run by the Department or
Health and Social Security in National
Health Service Hospitals in England.

Salary within the scale mass♥£2,293
according to experience.

All enquiries to:
Dr. J. H. Johnstonc.
Consultant Biochemist.
Department of Biochemistry.
Royal Victoria Hospital,
Shelley Road, Boscombe,
Bournemouth. Hants.

Forms of application from:
The Group Secretary.
H.M.c, omce,
Royal Victoria Hospital,
Shelley Road. anseombe,
Bournemouth, Hunts.

 

PR executive £3,000

We want a really competent

PR man, experienced in handl-

ing technical accounts, prefer-

ably with special knowledge

of computer services.

We are a small, fast-growing

and independent consultancy

able to give plenty of scope to

an allround professional.

Allbeury Coombs and Partners,

29 Adam Er Eve Mews, London

W.8. 01<788 3214

BOURNEMOUTN
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY

Department of Mathematicsand

Computian

COMPUTER OPERATOR
£1,150~♥£1,545

An operator with at least one year☁s

experience is required for the Computer
Unit of the Department of Mathematics
and Computing.

The successful applicant must be capable
of working on his or her own initiative

and will be given the opportunity to attend
a suitable part-lime course.

Experience of an lBM 1440 is desirable

but not essential.

Application forms from the Principal,
College of Technology. Lansdownc.
Bournemouth. 

AMER
Our client, a major West End hotel group, seeks a programmer of

genuine ability to work on a pseudo-real time project. The last

programmer we recruited for this client is now a team leader at 22,

and it is on his fourvman team that the successful applicant will

work. The ideal person will probably be young, preferably be
DATA PROGESSING

PERSONNEL LTD

50 Pall Mall

London, S.W.1

01-859 3131

intelligent and energetic, and certainly have 12 years' really useful

programming experience in low~level languages. Fringe benefits

and training opportunities are excellent, and starting salary will be

high.

Please write or telephone for a confidential interview to discuss this

or other vacancies.

  

For £1500f'£2500
Cobol Programmers

look to

{ 360people.
These are the programmers in demand right now♥for

big companies in London and the Home Counties.

The choice is yours♥just Call in or phone us,

and we☂ll put you in touch.
And 360 people give you more thanjust a goodjob:

we specialise in staf ng 360 installations, with contacts to all

major companies and many smaller ones.
If you're ever thinking of making a move,

we'll tell you the best jobs on the

market♥in every field, at every

salary level.

We've built up a lot more contacts

than you☂ll ever be able to♥it☁s our

business. So make good use of us.

 
360 people, Number OneKing Street. St. lames's

London SW1. Telephone 01-930 5602

any weekday between 9 am. and 5 p.m.

360 people is a division of Computer Of ces Ltd.
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WE ARE UPGRADING
our 360/20 to a 360/25 with disk and tape
drives.
We shall be using magnetic encoders as main
input.
The initial applications are accounting and
statistical, but we have no intention of stopping
there.

☁ Ill/I.
WE REQUIRE a senior man to take charge of
the programming for the project and to work
closely with the systems side.
ldeally, we would like adequate experience in
P.L/1, 0.0.5., and Assembler, but suitable
training can be arranged as necessary.
System 360 experience is essential.

PROGRAMMER
The right salary for the right man, free life
assurance (and widow's pension, if you are
married), contributory pension scheme, 55
luncheon vouchers.

Apply to: D. J. Goddard,
Personnel Manager,
Bland Welch 8- Co. Ltd.,
143/9 Fenchurch Street,
London, E.C.3.

Telephone: 01 -623 3456, extn. 286.

 

CHANGE 0F ADDRESS
or deletion of wrongly addressed copy. Put your
name, new address and other details, and your
old address, or wrong address below.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(use block letters for all below)

Position . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . .

Company . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l . . . . . .

Office or home address, as preferred . . . . . . . . l . . .

Post this coupon to the Circulation Controller,
"Dataweek," PO Box 4, Station Road, Filton,
Bristol.

Old or wrong name and address:

  

Management Consultants

in Human Resources
17 Stratton Street London W1

Computer Systems Manager

Home Counties

up to £3500

Using a powerful third generation computer, this new
appointment is being created with a brief to de ne
management information needs, and develop integrated
management information and control systems in a £multi-
million British manufacturing group. Products are
primarily consumer non~durablcs. As a member of the
senior management team of a unit providing support services
to a number of the group☂s marketing companies, he will be
responsible for undertaking, with the help of consultants, a
detailed study of existing control information systems, and for
implementing his proposals for their development.
Candidates, preferably in their thirties, must have a
successful systems development background, and have had
responsibility for at least one major systems project from
design through to implementation. Car, pension and
re♥location help. E. I. Clark reference KF.1295.

  

address by telephoning 01-629 1544 or writing to the consultant
quoting the roierence Your cnquuy Will be m conlrdence.

The MSL Consultant has analysed this appointment

Further mlormation Will be sent ii you provide your name and

  

Sec on Leader

♥Soitware Development

This is a new position created due to the success of

the Kent K70 Computer Control system.

The successful candidate will be required to build

up a section developing new operating systems,

compilers, and a variety of general purpose process

control programs, for use with future developments

of K70 system.

Applicants should have at least three years☂ experi-

ence in programming small real-time systems. and

have the personality to organise and motivate a group

of young programmers. This is a unique opportunity

for an able software professional to broaden his

experience by contact with a wide variety of industrial

applications.

The commencing salary will be in the region of

£2,500 and there are opportunities for career

development.

Please write ortelephone:

6. L. Wallis.
Staff Personnel Of cer,

Kent Instruments Limited,

Biscot Road, Luton, Beds.
Luton 2| ISI Ext. 248 Dilawgck

6.5.70



OONTRAOT I I
ANALYSTS AND PROGRAMMERS I I

(4 years' minimum experience) I I I I

HeadO/Iice: I I
4 HALF☁TICEg☁T☁J-gga gsaNsDON W.1. E S

FOR SALE

 

A fast, accurate and reliable service is available on the
following equipment:

1004 Data Processor
424 Interpreter 341 Sorters
265 Collator 203 Reproducer
With free collection and delivery within a determined radius.

We are specialising in card file conversion for
Decimalisation

For further information or quotation, write to Webster Data

Processing Services Ltd., 15 Jermyn Street, SIW.1 or phone
01434 8558.

A fast, accurate and efficient service
Paper tape: 7 or 8 track suitable for ICL1900. System
4, LEO III, IBM, NCR and Honeywell

80 column cards: IBM 029-059 equipment in use.
40 column card file conversions
Interpreting ♥ Sorting ♥ Listing.
Lector Document Reader.
Large Iiles and quick turnround our speciality.

QUOTES AVAILABLE WITH NO OBLIGATION

   

SANACO COMPUTER SERVICES SERVICES
ROCKVILLE ROAD, BIRMINGHAM 8 ♥o♥♥☁ FOR SALE 8 WANTED
Tel: 021 ♥327 3831 (Night 021-327 3834) XEROX CFP
Branch Office 28 Kingsway, Altrincham Rant Xerox computer output duplicator,
Tel: 061-928 5961 Egggf g-sjeice SURPLUS Computers and Card/Tape

Sackvilln Photocon Service Ltd.. Mnch☁m☁ SEEC' 2' ☜amps☝ 5m"-
29 Sackville Slreet. wit. REG ms. Salford 5- Phone: mil-334 457|~

 

TIME AVAILABLE

 

APPOINTMENTS

AND SERVICES

ADVERTISEMENT

BATES

0.5. MFT II' TIME
256K/2314/1403s/800/1600 BPI TAPES

24 hour availability, full support services.
Rates, Brochure & Information available from
Frank Cornish or Mike Tucker

In

£10 per single column

inch

£1 perline (lineage) cveenNe-rlcs INTERNATIONAL [LLKJ LIMITED
59; Southwark Street. London SE1 Tel: 01-928 9477

(E7. 10. 0 per s.c.i.

Appointments

Wanted)

5/- Box Number

 

FOR SALE WANTED

31 type 1316 disc packs, suitable
for 2311 disc drives. Mr A. E.
W- Hadgson» General Mom☂s Wanted♥com uter eri heral and
Scotlanfi Lid. New H0115? punched tape ltzquipnFientpby Creed
Industrial Estate, Motherwell, Teletype, pride" em best prim;
Scotland Telephone: Holy- paid. Accessory bom ute,
tow☜ 2121- Equipment Ltd, 77 Akeman

Street, Tring, Hertsi Phone Tring

15% for 26 'nsemons FOR SALE ~ Teletype 33 and 35 36:47:13 gg g☁ng ggx 82352,
ASR☂s Tally and Addo punches

20". for 52 Insertions and readers. Immediate delivery.
☂ Teleprinter Equipment, 77 Akernan ☜twitteralarm?"

Street, Tring, Hertsi Tring 3476. 01♥499 5948
Telex 82362.

DISCOUNT

5% for 7 insertions

10% for 13 insertions   
Dalnwcck
6. 5 .70



ALL
SYSTEMS GO

And when they☂re not
going they are still

7 costing money.
We can help you run your

installationfully by
organising systems analysis,

programming,
' contract programming,
time hire,
data preparation,
and operating.

More details?

01-549 4411

computer

services limited

94 RICHMOND ROAD,
KINGSTON UPON THAMES. '
SURREY.
phone 01-549 4411


